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First Up

29. As the formal Brexit process begins,  
we will be hosting speakers from European 
banks including the Bank of Greece, BNP 
Paribas, Bankia and Unicredit to provide 
some insight on their deleveraging strategies 
for portfolios, as well as how leaving the EU 
might affect investors’ decisions.

On the topic of more domestic exchanges, 
the Finance & Leasing Association (FLA) 
recently posted its view on a debate that the 
Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA’s) chief 

executive is leading 
with the entire 
financial services 
sector. 

The Mission, as it 
has been called, will 
ultimately determine 
via consultation how 
the regulator decides 
its priorities. 

The FLA pointed out that most firms in  
its sector don’t have designated supervisors 
to help them navigate the complex web of 
principles, rules and guidance thrown at 
them. The trade body also called for more 
effective day-to-day communication, and a 
solution to the poor fit between the 
Consumer Credit Act and FCA powers; as 
the Act can still render credit agreements 
unenforceable for very minor reasons.

This would appear to fit with Andrew 
Bailey’s hints at how consumer 
responsibility should be factored into criteria 
used by the FCA to decide its priorities. 

This is another area crying out for a grown 
up conversation. CS

Grown up 
conversations

On several occasions during the 
past 18 months we’ve gauged  
the appetite among creditors  
for wholesale changes to the 

remuneration model for debt collection 
agencies (DCAs). 

Across the largest lenders, it has been 
there for some time, and manifested itself  
in various trials with varying degrees  
of success.

This year, it seems, a series of further pilot 
schemes could enact 
changes that may 
become more than 
merely temporary. 

The latest new DCA 
remuneration scheme is 
being run by a major 
lender. Depending on 
the level of success, it 
could herald a new 
period in which commission becomes a (long 
overdue) bit part in a bigger picture.

This model comprises a remuneration 
structure in which commission only makes 
up around a third of the reward. The 
remaining two thirds are determined by 
indices such as the treatment of accounts 
where the customer is deceased, signposting 
for debt management advice and recognising 
vulnerability.

Perhaps this and other paradigmatic  
shifts have been born out of a much less 
blinkered, more rational dialogue about  
the sustainability of a pre-TCF  
commercial relationship. 

Maybe there has been a realisation  

that, among other things, creditors need a 
thriving DCA sector however much they 
rationalise their panels. At times, around two 
years ago, conversations with some creditors 
and even a debt purchaser about the future of 
remuneration finished with the equivalent of 
a shoulder shrug. 

Now a willingness to implement 
alternative structures is, if not the norm, at 
least being demonstrated more widely.

Remuneration will undoubtedly emerge  

as a topic throughout events at our Credit 
Week in March, during which Credit 
Strategy will host its first CDSP European 
NPL Conference (see p34). 

The irony is not lost on us that we will  
be bringing the elite of Europe’s debt sale 
market — sellers, investors, advisers and 
lawyers — to London during the same  
period in which politically and culturally,  
the capital will pull the country in the 
opposite direction.

It seems likely given the signs from 
government that Article 50 may well be 
triggered in the last week of March; so that 
means either just before or just after our 
CDSP European NPL Conference on March 

Marcel Le Gouais
Editor

“The latest new DCA remuneration scheme is  
being run by a major lender. It could herald a 
new period in which commission becomes a bit 

part in a bigger picture”
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26  A void of information 
Amid continual uncertainty on the future for debt management 
firms, Christine Toner searches for clarity on orphaned debt 
management plans, reviews and authorisations

20  Out of focus? 
Credit Strategy this 
month sought the views 
of creditors, suppliers, 
trade bodies and 
regulators, to establish 
whether there are any 
signs of convergence 
around policies for 
I&E checks. As it 
appears that 
consistency is 
lacking, 
Amber-
Ainsley 
Pritchard 
reports on 
whether the 
issue might come 
back into focus

C S  C O V E R  S T O R Y

F C A  R E P O R T

“Creditors simply do not understand what is  

important. Namely ‘the correct outcome’ and  

‘treating customers fairly’”

A supplier on creditors’ 
disparate policies for I&E reviews
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Choice cuts  
from social media

MoJ threatens crackdown 
on use of CCJs

identify. A spokesperson for 

EE said: “We apologise 

unreservedly to customers 

affected by billing issues 

between 2014 and 2015.

“We have put measures in 

place to prevent this from 

happening again, and have 

contacted the majority of 

EE has apologised for 

overcharging its customers a 

combined total of £250,000 

as a result of billing errors.

The telecoms firm has also 

donated nearly £62,000 to 

charity in lieu of payments 

owed to overcharged 

customers it could not 

EE apologises to customers after overcharging blunders

customers to apologise and 

provide a full refund.”

Ofcom fined EE £2.7m in 

January after a probe found 

the company broke a 

“fundamental” billing rule in 

two separate ways.

The regulator said nearly 

40,000 customers were 

overcharged due to the 

telecoms provider’s “careless 

and negligent billing errors”.

Lindsey Fussell, Ofcom’s 

consumer group director, 

said: “EE didn’t take  

enough care to ensure  

that its customers were  

billed accurately.”

Stop the debt trap

A Twitter debate kicked off this  
month following a video shared  
by finance blogger Sara Williams.  
It highlighted problems surrounding  
payday loans and loan sharks. Watch  
the video here: http://bit.ly/2jHtaSd

The Ministry of Justice (MoJ) is now hosting private roundtables 
with advice agencies to establish what action it might take on 

creditors’ use of county court judgments (CCJS).
The roundtables are being held as a precursor to a consultation 

on CCJs. The consultation will consider how the current system 
for using debt claims can be improved and reinforced to ensure 
companies “take all reasonable steps” before creditors apply to court.

The action comes after The Daily Mail splashed with a front 
page story late last year on companies issuing thousands of CCJs to 
incorrect addresses. 

The MoJ now wants to look at the impact on consumers when 
they’re unware of debt judgments made against them, due to the fact 
that CCJs are sent to wrong or old addresses. As some of these debts 
are subsequently left unresolved, the department wants to assess how 
these unsettled claims damage consumers’ credit ratings.

Sir Oliver Heald, minister of state at the MoJ, said a consultation 
and information campaign will be produced to help protect 
consumers.

He added: “In the digital age, we must ensure companies pursuing 
unpaid debts make every reasonable effort to contact individuals, 
rather than simply relying on a letter to an old address.

“It cannot be right that people who are unaware of debts can see 
their lives and finances ruined by county court judgments.”

The justice minister said the MoJ will examine to what extent 
“unscrupulous” agencies have contributed to the problem.

The MoJ will look at ways to protect people’s credit scores if they 

Vital Statistics

£246bn
The total of gross mortgage lending in the UK 
during 2016, according to the Council of  
Mortgage Lenders’ estimate 

resolve outstanding debts quickly. It will also look at ways to better 
protect consumers who are sent mail to inaccurate addresses and 
verify addresses again before a claim is sent.

The MoJ said the Department for Communities and Local 
Government will also be taking further steps in due course to tackle 
poor practice by private parking companies.

Crown Copyright
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Dispatches

A WORD 
TO THE 
WISE

HSBC to revisit historical 
debt collection practices
HSBC will contact customers who may  
be due a refund as a result of historical  
debt collection practices.

The move follows an agreement with the 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to set 
up a £4m redress scheme for customers 
who had to pay “an unreasonable debt 
collection charge” imposed by HFC Bank 
and John Lewis Financial Services Limited 
(JLFS), both now part of HSBC Bank.

The bank said it has revisited the debt 
collection charge and as a result a small 
number of customers may be due a refund. 

Between 2003 and 2009, HFC and JLFS 
customers who fell into arrears were 
referred to the firms’ nominated solicitors. 
On referral, HFC and JLFS levied a charge 
to the accounts representing 16 percent of 

the balance as a “debt collection charge”.
An initial FCA statement said the 

solicitors had added this charge, but the 
regulator later amended it, clarifying that 
HFC and JLFS had added the charge.

Both lenders stopped adding the charge  
in November 2009 and in 2010 reversed it 
from all live accounts. 

HSBC’s recent agreement came after an 
FCA review, carried out last year, of a 
historic complaint about the charge. The 
FCA established that around 6,700 
accounts, the majority being HFC 
customers, paid the debt collection charge 
prior to 2010, either in full, or in part, and 
may be due redress.

Restons, one of the law firms involved  
in the case, declined to comment. 

“In business, what you achieve  
in a negotiation - not what you  
bid for - is what really matters”

Adam Marshall   
Director general of the British Chambers of 

Commerce (BCC) on Brexit

“I am very conscious that the 
decisions we make have far 
reaching implications and 

consequences for real people”
Andrew Bailey    

The Financial Conduct Authority’s chief 
executive reflects on time spent with advisers 

at National Debtline and Business Debtline 

“It seems to me we will look back 
on 2016 and 2017 as the time when 
foundations were laid that changed 

the ways we pay for good”
Maurice Cleaves 

Chief executive of Payments UK on the 
Changing Payments Landscape report

“Building societies are winning  
the mortgage rate war”

Charlotte Nelson 
The finance expert at Moneyfacts.co.uk 

believes mutuals are winning a price battle

“Bank regulations change  
every 12 minutes” 

Chris Skinner  
The finance blogger points out the number 

of regulatory changes a bank has to deal with 
a day has increased from 10 in 2004 to 185 

today

“@DebtCamel Live on rice 
and tomato ketchup for a 
week rather than use loan 
sharks. They just make 
things worse”
@TheDebtologist
Sabrina George 
Financial blogger

“@TheDebtologist The vid is 
American - luckily in UK people 
can get refunds for unaffordable 
lending”

@DebtCamel
Sara Williams
Debt Camel

“@DebtCamel Sadly I 
believe that when the debt is 
desperate enough there is no 
such thing as unaffordable 
lending”
@TheDebtologist
Sabrina George
Financial blogger

“@TheDebtologist luckily 
the regulator and the 
Financial Ombudsman 
don’t agree with you :)”

@DebtCamel
Sara Williams
Debt Camel
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Analysis

The seven-year glitch
As official statistics show personal insolvencies rose for the first time in 
seven years, MARCEL LE GOUAIS asks if growing household debt will  
drive up further increases in 2017

U
p until the end of 2016, the 
annual trajectory of personal 
insolvencies in England and 
Wales had followed a fairly 

benign pattern. 
An annual decline in the total figures 

had continued steadily since 2010 in 
parallel with improving economic 
factors, bar a couple of quarter blips, 
such as rising employment and GDP. 

But now the Insolvency Service’s 
official statistics point to a new 
pattern for this year, and they 
probably ask as many questions  
about the state of individuals’ finances 
as they answer.

The top line was that 90,930 people 
became insolvent during the full year 
of 2016 — the first annual increase 
since 2010. This was also a 13 percent 
rise on 2015.

This total comprised 49,745 IVAs, 
which were up 23 percent year-on-
year and returned to levels generally 
seen from 2009 to 2014.

IVAs were the main driver of the 
annual rise though an overall bounce 
in IVA levels since a low point in the 
middle of 2015, now appears to have 
slowed down. 

In comparison with a beleaguered 
commercial debt management sector 
(see p26), IVA providers have seen a 
period of flourishing activity, which 
may be linked to the likelihood of 
individuals being ‘flipped’ (sorry, 
recommended), into the personal 
insolvency route during the FCA 
authorisation process.

But putting aside IVAs for a look  
at the bigger picture, a rise in personal 
insolvencies month-to-month and 
quarter-to-quarter, had been picked 
up and signposted throughout  
last year. 

In one of its Insolvency Market 
Trends reports put out in autumn last 

year, TDX Group pointed to the drivers 
of rising personal insolvencies during 
2016. One was a natural growth in 
demand for debt solutions as a result 
of increased unsecured lending in the 
near/sub-prime space during the past 
few years. A second was that mono-
line personal insolvency providers, 
which are not focussed on FCA 
authorisation, have been able to  
invest in marketing and acquiring  
new customers.

These two factors are among several 
drivers, but the bigger picture is 
clouded. The true extent of personal 
insolvency is masked by the lack of 
reliable statistics on informal debt 
arrangements.

Information blackout
As household debt levels keep 
growing and an information gap 
remains on how many informal  
debt repayment plans exist, a natural 
supposition follows that there’s a 
hidden, high number of borrowers 
teetering on the edge.  

Concerns about household debt 
levels are born out by stark statistics.

According to The Money Charity, the 
average total debt per household —  
including mortgages — was £55,982 in 
November. Across the UK, that’s an 
average debt per adult of £29,930 — 
around 113.2 percent of average 
earnings. This shows a marginal 
increase from a revised £29,836 a 
month earlier.

Wider sources, especially those  
from government agencies, point to 
even bigger potential problems in  
the pipeline. 

According to the Office for Budget 
Responsibility’s November 2016 
forecast, household debt is predicted 
to reach £2.294trn in the first quarter 
of 2022.

Further figures from The Money 
Charity show that 2,102 consumer 
county court judgments (CCJs) are 
issued every day, with an average 
value of £2,030.

A very British problem
A slightly reductive premise 
underlying the borrowing stats is  
the UK’s love affair with credit: Its 
insatiable appetite to borrow to  
buy stuff shows zero signs of  
slowing down. 

In the context of such numbers, 
experts in the insolvency profession 
have highlighted the notion that a 
small event could tip the balance for 
many indebted people.

Commenting on last year’s total of 
personal insolvencies, Paul Rouse, 
partner and head of national creditor 
services at accountancy firm Mazars, 
said: “Eventually, the events of 2016 
have to influence the personal 
finances of significant numbers  
of people.

“There remain record levels of 
household debt, but stagnant interest 
rates, with steady wage growth and 

“The events of 2016  
have to eventually 
influence the personal 
finances of significant 
numbers of people”

Paul Rouse
Partner, National Creditor Services, Mazars
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employment provide the perfect 
environment for these problems to 
incubate out of sight.

“It will only require a trigger event, 
such as a rise in interest rates, or rising 
costs of living, for many people to 
topple into serious debt problems.”

Rouse added: “Many people still rely 
on credit facilities for everyday living 
costs and the most vulnerable may not 
be able to cope for much longer. 

Joanna Elson, chief executive of the 
Money Advice Trust, the charity that 
runs National Debtline, said: “While 
the government is rightly focussed on 
those who are ‘just about managing’, 
these figures are a reminder that a 
smaller but growing number of 
households are not managing at all. 

 “At National Debtline we are already 
seeing our busiest January in years, 
with calls up 17 percent on last 
January and a rise of 55 percent in the 
number people seeking advice online.”

The Insolvency Service’s statistics 

also show there were 26,196 debt relief 
orders (DROs) during 2016, which 
reflected an eight percent annual 
increase. Generally, the numbers of 
DROs flattened out, after a small rise 
when the entry barriers were relaxed. 

As many in the insolvency 
profession would have expected, 
bankruptcy levels showed a drop off.
There were 14,989 bankruptcy orders 
in 2016 — a fall of five percent — which 
could be partly explained by the 
threshold change last year. Over a 
much longer period, the drop in 
bankruptcies is more dramatic.

During the last three months of 
2016, they reached 3,786, but this 
compares to 15,000 for the same 
period in 2007 and nearly 20,000 (per 
quarter) at their peak in 2009.

Rouse added that a steep decline in 
bankruptcies seems to have levelled 
out. He said this is largely due to the 
success of the online bankruptcy 
application process, which effectively 

Total individual insolvencies 2016 Outstanding consumer credit (excl student loans) UK

removed a daunting prospect for 
individuals of having to appear in 
court, and being able to pay fees  
in instalments.

North of the border
While insolvencies surged in England 
and Wales, figures increased 
marginally in Scotland, according to 
the Accountant in Bankruptcy (AiB). 

The AiB, which administers the 
insolvency regime north of the border, 
said its figures for bankruptcies, 
protected trust deeds (PTDs) and 
debt payment programmes under the 
Scottish Government-backed Debt 
Arrangement Scheme (DAS) showed a 
1.9 per cent rise from the previous 
quarter to 3,145. 

In the three months to December 31, 
1,116 bankruptcies were awarded, 
similar to the number for the previous 
quarter. 

PTDs increased 14 percent to 1,500 
from 1,311 in the previous quarter. CS

Total 
individual 

insolvencies

Individual 
voluntary 

arrangements 
(IVAs)

Debt 
relief 
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Analysis

A perfect storm 
fuelling the growth 
of peer-to-peer
As peer-to-peer lending penetrates further into the SME market, a major new 
piece of research has unearthed the drivers of its expansion, and forecasted 
its future. AMBER-AINSLEY PRITCHARD reports on the findings

A 
perfect storm of factors  
has driven the growth of 
peer-to-peer platforms as a 
lending channel to SMEs.

This is the view of Rolf Hickmann 
– the founder of analytics firm the pH 
Group which is now part of Experian.

Hickmann, a research fellow at  
the University of Cambridge, 
undertook a study on peer-to-peer 
SME lending that was published in 
September last year. 

In December Hickmann presented 
his findings at Credit Strategy’s 
inaugural F5 Conference, where 
around 150 senior professionals from 
alternative lenders and fintech firms 
gathered at the London Hilton 
Bankside to debate the future of 
non-mainstream lending.

The analysis focussed on elements 
of the UK SME economy that peer-to-
peer lenders are reaching, the 
demographics of those companies 
and their risk profiles. 

Data used as part of the research 
was made available by peer-to-peer 
platform Thin Cats, the UK’s second 
largest SME peer-to-peer lender,  
and Experian pH’s information on  
UK SMEs. 

Thin Cats made its customer books 
available which showed that the 
company had granted 400 loans 
worth £200m. The research focussed 
on Thin Cats’ business lending which 
accounts for 70 percent of those  
400 loans.

Supply, demand and returns
Giving the overall context on the 
supply side in this market, Hickmann 
explained that the spreading use of 
the internet and emerging technology 
“has enabled effective, low-cost and 
highly-reactive alternatives for 
connecting borrowers with holders of 

capital”. Exploring the detail, he 
defined a “perfect storm” of factors 
fuelling the rise in peer-to-peer  
SME lending. 

Since the 2008 recession, he said, 
an increased regulatory burden on  
the established banks has reduced 
their risk appetite in the SME space.

On the demand side, large cohorts 
of SMEs (especially expanding firms) 
still require external funding. 

Simultaneously, while demand has 
remained for funding, the returns rates 
normally available to savers have been 
devastated by quantitative easing – 
playing to peer-to-peer lenders’ ability 
to attract investors. 

Added to all this, Hickman 
explained, the business models  
among peer-to-peer lenders feature  
a variety of origination channels. This 
variety has “maximised reach across 
the SME spectrum,” he said.

With all these drivers occurring in 
parallel, peer-to-peer lenders have 
penetrated parts of the SME lending 
landscape vacated by banks.

SMEs within reach
As well as market dynamics, 
Hickmann’s analysis drilled down 
further into the specific parts of the 
SME economy now being served by 
peer-to-peer platforms.

The data from Thin Cats and 
Experian’s wider information on this 
SME economy was broken down into 
demographic, performance and risk 
profile.

The market is dominated by micro-
enterprises, the study found, and of  
all the SME data recorded within 
Experian’s information on the ‘SME 
universe’, as Hickmann calls it, 86 
percent of the companies have no 
more than four employees. 

Although Thin Cats’ data shows that 

it lends at scale to companies with up 
to four employees, with this SME 
profile comprising 49 percent of all 
the companies on its books, in fact 
Thin Cats’ highest success rate is 
among mid-sized companies with 20 
to 49 employees. A total of 18 percent 
of all Thin Cats’ SME customers are 
businesses with these staff levels.

Experian’s universe of data shows 
that this peer-to-peer lender is in fact 
“very focussed on mid-level to 
low-level risk”, with 32 percent of 
borrowers being below-average risk, 
compared to 26 percent for the 
market overall. Significantly, its 
borrower base is also heavily over-
represented among growing firms.

The demographics
Experian’s universe of data also 
reveals the sectors in which the levels 
of SME peer-to-peer lending are at 
their highest. 

It shows that this peer-to-peer 
lender has its highest success rates in 
manufacturing, and in the midlands 
– reflecting the origination process of 
this particular platform. Typically, the 
peer-to-peer borrowers are neither 
very young nor very old, peaking in 
the five to 15 years old age band.

Conclusions
Summing up, Hickmann said the SME 
economy being reached most 
effectively by peer-to-peer is highly 
specific in terms of demographics, as 
well as performance and quality.

He said: “The highest success rates 
are among medium-sized and fairly 
established firms, with mature 
structures.

“In terms of company quality, the 
success rates are highest among firms 
with reasonable balance sheets and 
firms that are delivering growth and 

Brought to you by:
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M
ore than £800m of new 
lending was transacted 
through member platforms 
of the Peer-to-Peer Finance 

Association (P2PFA) in the last three 
months of 2016. 

The P2PFA’s lending data for the 
fourth quarter of 2016 demonstrates 
continued growth, with the expansion 
in volumes confirming what the trade 
association described as “increasing 
levels of confidence” in the market.

 Accumulative figures from the 
association, for the whole of last year, 
show that a total of almost £3bn was 
loaned out via its members.

Robert Pettigrew, director of the 
P2PFA, said: “2016 has been another 

other positive behaviours such as 
adaptiveness, international activity 
and productivity.”

He added: “The overall footprint  
of peer-to-peer platforms could  
end up being very broad in 
demographic terms.”

Hickman said the conclusions made 

from this data are preliminary, as he 
will continue this study with customer 
books from more peer-to-peer lenders 
including Folk-to-Folk, Assetz, and 
others. With a view to the immediate 
future, Hickmann mentioned during 
his presentation that some retail banks 
are moving into peer-to-peer lending. 

Last year two reports on peer-to-peer cast doubt over the market’s dent on mainstream lenders’  
market share, but growth figures speak for themselves. MARCEL LE GOUAIS reports 

Another robust year for P2P 

year of impressive growth in peer-to-
peer lending in the UK; further 
consolidating the sector’s position in 
the future of financial services. 

“While uncertainties in the broader 
economy attract much comment, it is 
clear from the robust growth in levels 
of peer-to-peer lending that P2PFA 
platforms and their investors are 
positive about the future.”

 Reflecting on particularly strong 
growth in the levels of business 
lending, he added: “Levels of lending 
to businesses through P2PFA 
platforms has gained considerable 
momentum over the course of recent 
quarters, and as investors focus on 
what might emerge from the post-

Risk profile of SMEs: Thin Cats’ customers and the SME universe

Hickmann’s research shows that 32 percent of Thin Cats’ SME borrowers are below-average risk, 
compared to 26 percent for the SME universe

referendum uncertainty, the position 
of peer-to-peer lending as a major 
part of the solution in a post-Brexit 
world is unquestionable.”

 On growth in consumer lending, 
Pettigrew said this reflected increasing 
customer awareness and choice. He 
said it demonstrated that consumers 
are now more selective when choosing 
loan providers, while being helped by 
price comparisons and the availability 
of digital channels.

He added: “The performance of 
P2PFA platforms in 2016 bodes well 
for 2017. This is an exciting time for 
the sector with the development of 
new opportunities – such as the 
Innovative Finance ISA.” CS

He explained that banks are looking at 
acquiring or even creating their own 
platforms, adding: “Some are already 
thinking about it and some have 
started their own. It’s not just the UK 
doing this, some banks in Germany 
and the Netherlands have already 
started doing so.” CS
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Fred Crawley 
Consulting editor, Credit Strategy

The Watchman

One great thing the digital world 
has done for us is embolden 
people to speak their minds. 

Gone are the painfully 
awkward, tumbleweed silences that followed 
the phrase “any questions?” Now that people 
can ask questions remotely, they seem more 
inclined to get stuck into real issues.

I am all for this. You often present a thing 
in its best light while defending it, and blunt 
questions allow elephants in the room to be 
acknowledged and tranquilised.  

Last month, to tie in with my previous 
column on how to write a winning 
nomination for the Credit Awards, I 
broadcast a webinar running through the 
article’s points in detail. The Q&A session at 
the end was great, but its apex came when a 
listener from Echo Managed Services sent in 
the following:

“Some people claim that those companies 
who support your publication with 
advertising and marketing spend are more 
likely to win. Is this the case?”

What a question. That doesn’t so much 
nod subtly towards the elephant in the room, 
as grab it by the ears and start kicking it in 
the trunk. This asks whether the awards are a 
sham, put on so we can slap our advertisers 
on the back. Fair play to the individual for 
asking – people hint at this all the time.

So, are the awards a fix? No. I would say 
that, wouldn’t I? Nevertheless, here are three 
points to back me up:

1. All our awards schemes are judged by 
panels of independent experts who vastly 
outnumber the Credit Strategy staff involved. 

For the Credit Awards 2016, there were 18 
judges; just two of those who took part in the 
voting process work for Credit Strategy.

Every judge signs an NDA regarding the 
information they read, and are excluded from 
discussion of any awards where they have a 
connection – either as employee or 
competitor – to any nominated firm. Even if 
we were determined to make our sponsors 
win (and industry salespeople have 
suggested it to me with a straight face), 
there’s no way we could convince our panels 
to vote in this way.  

2. The idea that we give out awards to 
incentivise advertising misunderstands our 
business model. Our awards schemes have 
two main revenue streams – sponsorship of 
the event itself (and elements of it, such as 
awards categories), and table sales. As you 
can easily imagine, a closed competition 
favouring only advertisers in the publication 
wouldn’t help either stream. Indeed, often 
it’s the case that firms we have never 
engaged with commercially are nominated 
for awards, and subsequently buy tables at 
the event. In that way, the awards are a 
generator of new business, rather than a 
means to reward previous spend. 

3. There is a correlation between firms that 
spend with us and those that win our awards, 
but correlation is not causation. Quite 
simply, firms which spend with us are more 
likely to have a close engagement with our 
products than those which don’t. 

They are likely to be at our events more 
frequently, to enter our awards schemes more 
frequently. Some will end up on winners’ 

lists, if they outperformed competitors and 
demonstrated as much in their entry. 

I hope this gives the listener who raised 
this question, and others thinking the same, 
some insight into this element (elephant?)  
of our business. I’m grateful for the chance 
to explain it; we owe it to our audience to be 
transparent. I leave you with a few Credit 
Awards winners from the past two years. 
None spent a single penny on sponsorship  
or advertising during that same period. It 
comprises creditors and suppliers. CS

As the Credit Awards nomination period closes, FRED CRAWLEY 
provides a myth-busting commentary on the judging process

Do the Credit Awards favour 
advertisers? No, here’s why…
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In recent years, we’ve seen a rise in 
possession orders being transferred 
from county court to the high court for 
enforcement. The question is, why has 

this increased, and what are the benefits of 
this method?

There are three types of possession  
orders: Squatter or trespasser; mortgage  
and landlord/tenant.

Squatter or trespasser allows an  
automatic right to transfer the possession 
order to the high court, however, mortgage 
and landlord/tenant are different, and 
permission is required. 

The rise of transferred possession orders 
relates to landlord/tenant matters, and is 
mainly due to frustrations over delays in 
obtaining dates for enforcement in the 
county court, which is often more than  
eight weeks.

Where the county court can offer 
possession appointments in less than four 
weeks in a landlord/tenant matter, there’s no 
justification to transfer a case, as it will be 
both timely and costly. But where that period 
is longer, particularly more than eight weeks, 
there is justification. 

While a higher fee will be paid by the 
landlord which is not passed on to the tenant, 
having the property back earlier represents 
savings as it can be re-let earlier. What’s 
often forgotten is that many landlords have 
only a low number of properties, or are in a 
position where losing revenue adversely 
impacts and delays the process of recovering 
the property from a non-paying tenant. 

This puts the landlord in a difficult 
position as they manage an increasing debt. 
In some cases, the landlord will have more 

than one mortgage or extra costs to pay on 
these properties, and rely on this income. 

The process
Transferring a case after obtaining an order 
of possession is straightforward. It starts 
with a Section 42 application to the county 
court, which seeks permission to transfer, 
whereby the court granting the order 
considers the circumstances. If the judge 
feels there are sufficient grounds to transfer, 
the order will be granted.  

The judge will consider any delays 
encountered by the enforcement agent in 
scheduling an appointment, plus any impact 
on both the occupier and the landlord. The 
landlord has to justify the reasons. Once this 
order has been granted, the transfer process 
can be completed through the high court and 
a writ of possession will be issued. The 
Section 42 application is best made at the 
time of seeking the order of possession.

While all high court enforcement officers 
(HCEOs) enforce all types of writs of 
possession, the levels of service received 
and costs varies greatly, and it is important, 
when instructing, to understand what service 
the HCEO will offer, and any extra costs 
that may be charged.

Evictions are often notoriously difficult to 
give precise costs for in advance, but most 
HCEOs should be able to give a reasonable 
estimate, particularly in a landlord/tenant 

Mindfulness in the 
process of possession
Amid a rise in transfers of possession orders to the high court, 
MICHAEL JACKSON explains how the process can be managed 
pragmatically and sensitively

Michael Jackson 
Director of high court services, Marston Group

matter. However the service can and often 
does vary greatly. 

Under a writ of possession there are only 
a few circumstances where it would be 
unreasonable to give the occupier notice of 
the pending eviction. While some HCEOs 
attend and carry out the eviction without 
notice, others send a letter with notice, and 
some attend the property to warn the 
occupier and establish any issues; giving a 
reasonable opportunity for occupiers to 
leave in advance or prepare. 

In a landlord/tenant matter, I believe that 
unless exceptional circumstances apply, a 
visit should take place to warn the occupier. 
If they’re unable to meet the occupier, a 
letter should be posted by hand. Although 
it’s important for a landlord to obtain the 
property quickly, subject to the order, we 
must not forget the impact on the occupier. 

We hold not just a duty of care but also a 
social responsibility to ensure care is taken 
handling the case. The occupier may be at 
their most vulnerable at this time and when 
handled with sensitivity, it will avoid anxiety 
leading up to and during the eviction.

It’s also important to have contact details, 
whereby an occupier can raise concerns and 
be directed to advisors such as Citizens 
Advice and the Samaritans. Once a 
possession order has been transferred and a 
writ issued, the eviction will happen within 
14 days of the HCEO’s instruction. CS

Brought to you by:

“Under a writ of possession there are only a few 
circumstances where it would be unreasonable to  
give the occupier notice of the pending eviction”
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As a consumer finance provider, 
there is a big emphasis on putting 
the customer first. 

Despite the sometimes 
negative headlines, this is as true for the 
high-cost short-term lender as it is for the 
high-street bank. 

In a crowded marketplace, where you can 
get credit from a vast number of providers, 
no honest lender will survive long without 
putting the customer first. 

At Dollar UK we understand this 
intimately. When the sector came under the 
FCA’s remit, we continually improved how 
we treated customers by bringing in strict 
new policies, including the scrapping of 
default fees. 

The look of our stores changed, with a 
programme of ‘concept stores’ rolled out 
which provide more privacy for customers 
discussing sensitive financial matters.

While implementing this strategy, it 
quickly became apparent that truly being 
responsive to customers’ needs is not just 
about running a company with ethical 
principles and fair procedures. 

It is also about providing customers  
with a high level of support through back 
office functions that are highly responsive 

and efficient. Originally, Dollar UK had 
three separate collections contact centres, 
sometimes performing overlapping 
functions. 

These have now been consolidated into 
two centres, including one that is dedicated 
to serving the needs of vulnerable customers 
and has been certified by the British 
Psychological Society.

Reform agenda
A central part of this reformed customer 
contact framework is the use of an upgraded 
and fully blended cloud-based solution that 
manages all outbound calls to existing and 
lapsed customers, as well as inbound 
customer service calls. 

Using an updated system has been more 
than just an investment in technology. It has 
facilitated dramatic changes in the business, 
and allowed for improved training and 
updates to many policies and procedures.

Put simply, the updated cloud-based 
system has enabled Dollar UK’s customer 
services to improve considerably and 
therefore enhanced the customer experience. 
Agent wrap time has decreased by more than 
30 percent, average call wait times have 
decreased by 30 percent and inbound 

A platform for productivity
After adopting a cloud-based telephony system, Dollar UK slashed 
call wait times by 30 percent. MIKE BLOMFIELD, responsible for all IT 
aspects across the lender, explains the transformation

Mike Blomfield 
Chief information officer, Dollar UK

abandonment rates have decreased by  
over 63 percent. This may sound like jargon 
and statistics – but for a vulnerable customer 
who is nervous about talking to their lender 
regarding a sensitive issue, being able to  
get through quickly to a highly trained and  
compassionate call handler can make the 
difference between your issue being 
resolved, and you hanging up never to  
call again. 

There are lessons to be learned by the 
whole sector – and any business that runs 
customer contact centres – from the  
benefits experienced by updating 
technological systems. We’ve seen a 
dramatic increase in productivity since 
installation 18 months ago. 

Agents find it easy to use, and clear 
reporting enables managers to track 
productivity and customer service  
extremely accurately.

Having all our centres on a single platform 
has enabled monitoring, call recording and 
reporting to all happen seamlessly. This 
allows better flexibility and control, for 
example allowing us to merge disparate 
brands and prioritise by specific metrics. In 
addition, an improved user interface, along 
with a bespoke training programme, ensures 
that agents are better equipped to handle 
customer concerns. 

At Dollar UK, we are delighted with the 
impact of this upgrade to our systems. 

That’s not just because a single platform 
has provided significant increases in 
efficiency and more streamlined processes, 
but mostly because we can now be confident 
that we are offering a very high standard of 
customer care. CS

“Agent wrap time has decreased more than 30 
percent, average call wait times have decreased 
by 30 percent and inbound abandonment rates 
have decreased by 63 percent”
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Credit is the biggest thing you will 
ever buy in your life, that you 
never knew you bought’. 

It’s a statement I like to make at 
the start of any training session I take with  
new employees. It is, admittedly, only 
arguably true – dependent on what interest 
rates have been doing during your lifetime, 
and fails to exclude the very rich, the very 
prudent, or those that don’t buy houses. 

It does, however, highlight the crux of the 
problem that is credit; namely – what is it? 
Other people’s money doesn’t feel like a 
product, especially when we’re more 
focussed on the product we really desire and 
credit is just the facilitator. And then there’s 
a bewildering array of mysteriously 
described credit products available, including 
personal contract purchase plans, logbook 
loans, guarantor loans, point-of-sale, 
rent-to-own and equity release. Is it any 
wonder consumers are stumped?

Confusion reigns
Thinking about finance as a product doesn’t 
come naturally to every consumer. It doesn’t 
get any better when they try to work out how 
to measure the cost of credit, or their own 
credit score as a consumer. 

There is an apocryphal story told about 
Albert Einstein. During an interview at the 
Advanced Study in Princeton, a reporter 
asked him what he thought was man’s 
greatest invention. Einstein apparently 
paused for just a moment and replied 
“compound interest”.

Compound interest would have been easy 
to grasp for a genius, but for us mere 
mortals, including secondary school pupils 

now forced to apply themselves to it on the 
PSHE curriculum, it’s a bit of a headache.

   Banks hire consultants for a pretty penny 
to ensure their APRs are watertight. So 
perhaps it shouldn’t be surprising most of us 
don’t understand how to do the math. 
When this magazine first launched 19 

years ago we conducted a survey to ascertain 
consumer awareness of commonly-used 
credit terms. The vast majority of 
respondents thought APR meant April. I 
suspect we haven’t moved on that much. 

A re-balancing act
Credit Week, our series of events for senior 
professionals in consumer and commercial 
credit, aims to stimulate debate to help close 
a knowledge gap among consumers. Credit 
Strategy will take on the mantle of credit 
awareness by launching a consumer 
campaign at the start of Credit Week on 
March 27. We will be highlighting a  
handful of themes that bring together both 
consumer and industry interests, as well as 
unveiling a manifesto proclaiming the  
twin aims of responsible lending and 
responsible borrowing. 

Choosing what to pick out for a consumer 
focus has been no easy task. Credit is vast, 
and to match its size there is always a raft of 
consultations and reviews absorbing policy 
makers and lobbyists. 

In the end we picked three key themes: 
• Affordability; 
• Credit scoring including how the industry 
deals with customers at the point of refusal;
• Debtor rehabilitation. 

All three bring the industry and consumers 
together at critical junctures in the credit 

Introducing our Credit 
Awareness campaign
At next month’s Credit Week, Credit Strategy will launch our Credit 
Awareness Campaign, which seeks to raise consumers’ knowledge of 
their credit scores and how to repair them. KAMALA PANDAY reports

Kamala Panday 
Publishing director, Credit Strategy 

cycle where information is vital but often 
lacking. This information, if it was available, 
would enable more responsible lending and 
make borrowing a more seamless, more 
helpful process for the consumer.

Affordability is a timely issue. The Money 
Advice Service (MAS) has chosen March 
as the launch date for the adoption of the 
Standard Financial Statement (SFS), which 
itself will herald a consistent approach to 
assessing income and expenditure. This will 
be the first time that all major debt advice 
providers, creditors and other debt bodies 
will use the same format to assess income 
and expenditure for over indebted people. 

 
The campaign trail
Credit resilience has been an issue many 
advice organisations, most notably 
StepChange Debt Charity, have been 
campaigning on for some time. Others such 
as the Money Advice Trust want to ensure 
public sector creditors also use the SFS.

Not all have been fans of the savings 
element creeping into the SFS – some 
creditors have argued it could be counter 
intuitive, encouraging debtors to seek more 
credit to fulfil the savings threshold of 10 
percent of income. 

We will be debating the issue at the Credit 
Summit where Caroline Siarkiewicz, head of 
debt advice at MAS, will be unveiling the 
body’s new debt advice strategy. Our second 
theme, credit scoring, hinges on consumer 
awareness of their scores and attempting to 
unravel the common myths. 

Unlike the US, where the FICO national 
credit score has been an everyday 
conversation piece across society – even 
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Historically, the collections and 
recoveries (CnR) systems market 
has been dominated by a small 
number of established vendors 

with very similar offerings in terms of 
functionality, technology and price. 

This generally resulted in organisations, 
which were seeking to replace their outdated 
systems, selecting the incumbent vendor 
upgrade option rather than conducting a 
market assessment. 

The landscape has changed markedly in 
the last few years. Today, there is much 
choice and functionality available in the 
market, so organisations can get a better deal 
and a solution that fits their requirements.

Investing in a collections platform is an 
important decision that an organisation will 
typically live with for five to 10 years. It 
should be made from an informed position 
which is why many turn to Arum for help. 
Organisations often engage with us early in 
the process, prior to engaging with any 

vendors, to assess the market and  
provide independent market intelligence  
on the options. 

These include both the established vendors 
and newer entrants into the market. 
Collection and recoveries systems will 
provide differing levels of capability out of 
the box, and/or capability that can be 
configured or ‘customised’. 

Solutions can also be supplemented by 
additional modules and other systems that 
are provided by the same or a partner vendor 
e.g. decision engine and omni-channel 
communications. 

It is important to be aware of these 
distinctions at the outset as there are pros  
and cons of each approach:
• Over half of the established vendors have 
released a new major version, and in some 
instances a completely new system, in the 
past five years;
• More new entrants into the collection and 
recoveries systems market in the past three 

More choice in collections technology

Matt Riddall 
Lead consultant, Arum

years than at any point in history; 
• Most vendors now offer cloud-based and 
SaaS options as an alternative to on-premise.

Arum is continuously researching, 
reviewing and engaging with new and 
established vendors for consideration in both 
our internal and clients’ knowledge base. 
Internally, we host a technology webinar 
series which is a forum for technology 
providers to pitch their innovative solutions 
to our experts. This is one channel which 
helps us keep up to date with the options  
out there. 

In addition, the Arum team has worked on 
more than 75 systems implementation and 
change projects; we have seen the good, the 
bad and the ugly. We are entirely 
independent and vendor agnostic so we 
ensure this knowledge is used to our clients’ 
best interests. 

If you’d like to discuss how Arum can 
support you on a specific project, contact us 
today. Visit our website - Arum.co.uk CS

Brought to you by:

being linked to dating preference – the 
UK appears to lag behind.

Last year an FCA Occasional Paper: 
Access to Financial Services in the UK  
said most consumers do not understand how 
credit scores work and often mistakenly 
think that a credit reference agency makes 
lending decisions – and that those decisions 
are based purely on their credit file. 

It quotes one consumer they surveyed who 
said: “What is your credit score? Will you 
tell me? Is it like they look at your records 
with them and then ask the police about your 
criminal record?”

We will be undertaking a consumer survey 
looking at the nationwide understanding of 
credit scores. The results will be aired in 
Credit Week.

More help at the point of credit refusal is a 
topic where we aim to bring lenders and the 
credit reference agencies (CRAs) together 
for a roundtable discussion on how the 
industry could enable better outcomes for 

consumers. Currently, applicants refused 
credit are redirected back to CRAs. 
However, Lending Standards Board 
guidance indicates consumers could also  
ask lenders the main reason for refusal. 

The FCA has voiced concerns about this 
issue, which it described as “a ‘fog’ of 
confusing relationships between the main 
players – lenders and credit reference 
agencies” and that consumers who do get 
answers from lenders or CRAs at refusal 
“are likely to be given a generalised 
explanation that does not necessarily help 
them to improve their credit score.”

One expert in the FCA report said: “Credit 
scoring is a bit of a myth. We’d like to see a 
lot more information and training for staff to 
know what they can tell someone about how 
they can improve their credit score.” 

Can’t get no satisfactions
Our third theme centres on debtor 
rehabilitation. We will be launching a 

campaign with Registry Trust to encourage 
creditors to file CCJ satisfactions on behalf 
of debtors. RT believes the average customer 
doesn’t do this and it would make sense for 
the industry to help consumers.  

Registry Trust is also looking at a 
redefinition of the term ‘satisfaction’ to 
include those that have made a payment to 
the creditor’s satisfaction even where it is not 
a payment in full. A parallel list redefined as 
‘payments that satisfy creditors’ would then 
be produced. Malcolm Hurlston, chair of the 
trust, believes both measures could enable 
hundreds of thousands of individuals with 
impaired records, to borrow more cheaply.

Debtor rehabilitation is still controversial. 
Society has long pondered how it should 
deal with those members that get into 
financial difficulties. The Credit Awareness 
Campaign will help borrowers prevent any 
unintended punishment, all by themselves. 
If you wish to contribute to the Credit Awareness 
campaign email KPanday@shardmediagroup.com
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There is a lot of talk about 
optimisation in credit. 

However, it often suffers from 
the word being used as a vague 

catch-all for process improvement. 
At a recent private roundtable hosted by 

Credit Strategy in association with FICO, 
senior credit and collections professionals 
from the UK’s largest telecoms fi rms, as well 
as experts from FICO, gathered to discuss 
optimisation - and gained a new 
understanding of the term.

While “optimisation” can be used to 
simply mean “the best way to do 
something”, or “doing something better”  
this defi nition often relegates the concept to 
fairly mundane, back-end process 
improvement. However, it also has a far 
more specifi c meaning. 

As FICO uses the term, it refers to a 
mathematical process, using the full range of 
data available to a business, to fi nd the best 
solution to a given problem. Optimisation of 
this kind takes into account not just known 
variables, but also unknowable factors and 
competing - even contradictory - business 
objectives such as sales growth or market 
share versus bad debt reduction.

Optimisation - often called prescriptive 
analytics - has taken time to become 
established but is now starting to be used 
more widely in solutions to provide 
organisations with improved decisioning and 

OPTIMISATION: A CATALYST 
FOR CREDIT STRATEGIES
At a recent roundtable hosted by Credit Strategy and FICO, senior professionals at the UK’s largest 
telecoms companies debated how optimisation of credit strategies could improve customer 
service and experience through the entire credit cycle. CHRIS FARNELL reports
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measurable business value. In the next 
fi ve years deployment of optimisation is 
expected to become more widely deployed 
and attract substantial net-new investment 
from leading enterprises.

Anat Hoida, practice lead for 
telecommunications at FICO, explained: 
“Optimisation is the next level of analytics 
– it means using available data to create 
decision strategies that provide the maximum 
benefi t, and take a business to the next level 
of performance.”

It is also forward-looking and strategic, 
rather than tactical or reactionary. While 
previously, businesses have collected data 
for the purpose of understanding things 
that had already happened, optimisation of 
this kind goes a step further. 

“What this ‘next level’ means is that 
optimisation informs how we choose new 
strategies,” Hoida said. “It tells us not only 
what will happen, but how it will impact the 
entire operation if we take a certain course 
of action in response. It’s a strong capability 
to have.”

Gaining the edge
When markets are booming many businesses 
see optimisation as unnecessary, as Hoida 
pointed out: “In a high-growth period, 
optimisation may not seem as important 
because revenue and margin gains are easy 
to get - but when in a tight and very 

competitive market, you need the edge.”
Given the highly competitive, saturated 

and mature state of the telco market, this 
edge means more now than ever. All around 
the table at the discussion, however, people 
freely admitted that often their jobs felt like 
‘fi re fi ghting’ - dealing with new problems as 
they arose, rather than taking a step back and 
looking at how to change their processes to 
avoid them in the fi rst place.

For instance, one area of strategy that was 
repeatedly discussed was the prospect of 
improving collections performance by 
making changes to the sales and acquisition 
stage of a customer relationship. If telecoms 
companies are able to acquire data that 
points to the likelihood of a customer 
going into arrears six months after sign-up, 
identifying the signs early on will not 
only help avert problems, but even 
create opportunities.

As Hoida explained: “That’s where 
optimisation helps. It doesn’t provide all the 
answers but it helps you to strike the right 
balance; knowing where to put effort into 
keeping someone on contract, and where to 
just keep the contact out of it and opt for pay 
as you go to prevent churn.”

Old truths
As much as the discussion was about new 
mathematical, statistical and technological 
solutions to the problems of the telecoms 
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industry, a lot of the discussion came back to 
re-examining the old truths of the business. 
In particular, the idea that quality of 
customer experience is paramount, whether 
you’re acquiring new customers or dealing 
with collections.

“Collections is always challenging from a 
customer experience perspective,” Hoida 
said. “It’s great to be there for acquisition, 
but when you come to collect it can never be 
as nice. Of course, to avoid the situation 
altogether is best - but if we can’t, it’s best to 
at least offer solutions focussed on the 
customer rather than the operator. That 
creates a better experience, and is a 
differentiator. A recent Gartner survey  
found that 89 percent of companies expect  
to compete mostly on the basis of customer 
experience, compared to just 36 percent four 
years ago.”

Hoida hit on a key point; although 
collections situations have been typically 
seen as a sign of a customer relationship  
that has deteriorated, they in fact represent 
an opportunity for telecoms providers to 
stand apart.

“If someone’s got a problem and you can 
fix it, it’s your chance to sweep in and be a 
bit of a superhero,” said Daren John, 
Vodafone’s senior commercial manager of 
risk. “Generally with customers in arrears 
you’re not the only debt they’ve got, and 
they’re having the exact same conversations 

with a lot of other companies. If you’re the 
one that listens and can help them out, that’s 
a massive pro to the relationship in future.”

Daniel Bowles, FICO’s vice president of 
business development and pre-sales, agreed. 
“The days are gone of the hard-nosed 
collector who phones you up and asks you  
to do whatever you need to, in order to settle 
a balance.”

Where do the people fit in?
The conversation also addressed the limits of 
optimisation techniques, and how those 
constraints should be taken into account. In 
particular, it was acknowledged that even the 
very best mathematical models should be 
used on the understanding that things can 
change when people get involved.

Thorsten Roescher, director, pre-sales 
consulting, who consults on collections for 
FICO, gave an example of a farming 
problem that a team of researchers from 
Germany had studied. It concerned hundreds 
of tiny, connected plots of land in Bavaria, 
shared between many different owners, and 
an attempt to make more efficient use of that 
land by putting plots together.

Mathematically it was a simple problem to 
solve using FICO’s optimisation software - 
but when the proposed solution was put to 
the farmers themselves, they didn’t like it. 
For some it meant giving up a plot of land 
that they’d had for years, for others it was 

because they would have to sell their land to 
people they had a personal grudge against.

“Human considerations had to be taken 
into consideration - it’s not just about the 
maths,” Roescher said.

The conclusion reached by the group was 
that optimisation done well takes into 
account not only the objectives a business 
wants to achieve, whether they be 
complementary or conflicting, but also the 
constraints that it is working under. 

For example, an objective that everyone at 
the table had in common was a desire to 
maximise the amount of unpaid bills they 
were able to collect. Constraints on this 
objective included team size, staff working 
hours, and decreasing effectiveness of agents 
throughout the working day. 

“Good optimisation takes all this into 
account,” said Hoida. “You don’t need to be 
a rocket scientist to use an optimisation tool. 
And you don’t need to be a data scientist to 
translate the data and know what it says. 

“Modern optimisation solutions let you 
put decisioning into your team’s hands, 
rather than going to data scientists to do it.”

This enabling and empowerment of staff 
to use data, was just one benefit among 
others the attendees learned from a 
reappraisal of what optimisation can do  
for them. 

All participants agreed that optimisation 
has a future in their business. CS

Brought to you by:
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OUT OF 
FOCUS?
Income and expenditure checks, and creditors’ varied approaches to 
them, continue to present challenges for suppliers. AMBER-AINSLEY 
PRITCHARD searches for signs of coalescence across the industry, and 
asks if current policies are pragmatic enough for good customer outcomes
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“There is no doubt that 
applying a rigid policy 
to how I&E checks are 
conducted is not going 
to be appropriate for all 

customers”
Gary Gilburd 

Chief executive 
SIGMA FINANCIAL GROUP

There has been a movement 
towards consensus in many areas 
of collections during the past 
fi ve years. 

That hasn’t been straightforward, but 
advice agencies, collections fi rms and 
creditors have thrashed out differences to 
reach some level of accord on various 
policies – hence the coming launch of the 
Standard Financial Statement. 

Now it seems customers might benefi t if 
some level of convergence was expedited 
over I&E checks, specifi cally creditors’ 
policies over how they’re conducted.

The disparate procedures and guidelines 
for these checks, according to suppliers, 
often leads to unnecessary effort and time 
being spent by both a supplier and customer. 
A common thread through their concerns is a 
hampered ability to deliver the right 
outcomes for consumers. 

This is not entirely new. I&E checks have 
been in the spotlight for a long while now, 
throwing up various questions: 

Does an I&E check really need to be 
carried out at every point of contact with a 
customer? Would it improve the customer 
experience if there was a convergence of 
policies among creditors? How can more of 
the process be digitally automated?

Looking to the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA) didn’t provide clarity – it 
declined to comment when approached by 
Credit Strategy, but it did point to 
requirements in its Consumer Credit 
Sourcebook (CONC) for assessing 
affordability. CONC however does not have 
one prescriptive rule that bounds all creditors 
to a single, consistent policy for I&E checks. 
This effectively leaves one of two hurdles for 
suppliers; no consistency requires multiple 
approaches for different clients.

The second hurdle is the lack of an 
automated exchange of fi nancial data, that 
would make the process more convenient for 
the customer (though certain new regulations 
may change this).

On the consistency challenge, one supplier 

pointed out that a customer with two debts 
from two different creditors may get treated 
very differently for each debt.

During Credit Strategy’s Collections, Debt 
Sale & Purchase (CDSP) conference in 
2016, several speakers raised the hindrance 
of having to carry out multiple I&E checks.

Some said if customers could better 
manage all or part of their data online for a 
review, it would enable a smoother process. 

On repeat
It probably sounds familiar now to say that 
debt collection agencies (DCA) and law 
fi rms still get calls ‘failed’ if they don’t carry 
out an I&E check when a customer insists on 
making a payment, despite the fact the 
customer doesn’t want to go through a 
review at that time. 

Here lies a tricky question; is the I&E 
review’s purpose to assess ongoing 
affordability and/or the ability to make a 
one-off payment? If it’s always both, then 
perhaps offers of one-off settlements 
shouldn’t be taken at face value.

Cabot Credit Management (CCM) said it 
does see calls failing across its DCA panel, 
which it reviews monthly, when the 
appropriate levels of affordability are not 
established and this includes the gathering of 
I&E information.

The Credit Services Association (CSA) 
said the common issues its members 
encounter regarding I&E checks is that 
customers often fi nd these checks to be a 
“waste of time, patronising and intrusive”.

One supplier explained it isn’t necessarily 
creditors’ I&E policies that prevent suppliers 
from delivering a good outcome for the 
customer. It said there are aspects around 
payment arrangements that cause these 
issues, such as creditors refusing to allow 
customers to make payments by credit card.

The supplier added: “Whilst we agree it is 
appropriate a customer is reminded of the 
potential issues in using credit cards and 
incurring interest charges, a blanket ban 
seems inappropriate.”

The fi rm explained how customers may be 
using this payment method to keep track of 
spending or are taking advantage of using an 
interest-free credit card. 

Another supplier explained that 
when creditors pass paying 
books to DCAs they aren’t 
always given the latest 
I&E review, or even the 
date of the last review, 
of a customer.

It said this can 
cause detriment 
during the process 
because having no 
prior I&E data to 
compare new checks 
with, means a DCA 
can’t tell if the 
customer has made 
any mistakes. 

Cabot also said it is 
rare that it receives I&E 
data when purchasing 
a portfolio. 
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Point of contact
The CSA said the approach across all 
fi nancial services companies is initially 
the same and will always attempt to carry 
out a full I&E check at the fi rst point of 
contact with a customer. 

The trade body added: “Clients’ 
opinions vary as to whether proactive I&E 
assessments should be attempted on a six 
monthly to 12 monthly basis.”

It also said one notable difference between 
the fi nancial services sector and the telecoms 
and utilities industries is that clients in the 
latter two sectors are not prescriptive in 
the use of I&E assessments, when looking 
at affordability.

For balance, some suppliers acknowledged 
creditors’ general objectives. A spokesperson 
for the law fi rm Shoosmiths said: “The 
imperative of creditors is to ensure that the 
customer is not committing to a repayment 
arrangement which is not affordable.”

Some contractual obligations imposed by 
certain creditors on suppliers still require 
them to do I&E checks at every point of 
contact with a client. But Shoosmiths 

believes an annual I&E check is all that 
is needed, and sometimes not even 

that often. 
The law fi rm’s 
spokesperson added: “To 

do so more frequently is 
counter-productive as 
customer 
circumstances will 
not change, 
standardly, more 
than once per year 
with utility bills, 
council tax etc. We 
do, of course, 

encourage customers 
to contact us if 

their circumstances 
do change.”  
Derek Usher, managing 

director of Cabot Financial, 
part of the CCM group, said it 

aims to review customers’ I&E reviews 
every six to 10 months.

He said: “Client contracts usually don’t 
have stipulations on the minimum times per 
year that we need to undertake reviews, 
however, sometimes it is added that we 
cannot actively undertake reviews within 
the fi rst six months.”

Gary Gilburd, chief executive of 
outsourcing company Sigma Financial 
Group, said: “There is no doubt that applying 
a rigid policy to how I&E checks are 
conducted is not going to be appropriate for 
all customers. In certain circumstances it will 
cause frustration and annoyance.”

One supplier, who wished to remain 
anonymous, clearly had stronger views, 
describing creditors’ policies as “erratic” 
and “generally unhelpful”.

The supplier added: “Creditors simply 
do not understand what is important. It is 
their desire to have boxes ticked on a big 
form rather than rely on common sense 
for each case. 

“This means customers are put through an 
often inappropriate process and it makes us 
unpopular by making this an unpleasant 
experience for them.”

In fairness to creditors, the CSA said that 
feedback from its members suggests that 
creditors do not expect an I&E check to be 
completed on every call, but should rather be 
managed on “a case-by-case basis and not 
‘one size fi ts all’.”

Sigma Financial Group also explained 
how creditors are becoming more relaxed 
when customers are refusing to carry out an 
I&E check but are eager to pay off their 
debts. 

Gilburd said: “We have started to see a 
relaxation of this stance from creditors 
particularly within early arrears work where 
creditors are now allowing some fl exibility 
regarding the way in which I&Es are 
conducted.”

Shoosmiths’ spokesperson pointed out that 
if a customer refuses going through the I&E 
process, but is adamant that they want to 

make payments, the fi rm would seek, at 
least, to “check on priority debts and that 
the offer of payment was, in the customer’s 
view, affordable.”

Shoosmiths said clients are starting to 
accept that customers want to pay but don’t 
want to complete an I&E check, provided 
that whoever is collecting the debt can show 
they have made appropriate attempts to 
understand the customers’ fi nancial 
circumstances and assess how affordable 
the payment is.

From a regulator’s point of view, the 
Lending Standards Board (LSB) said its new 
standards of practice require fi rms to 
demonstrate an empathetic approach and 
act upon information provided by the 
customer to develop an affordable and 
appropriate solution. 

Dave Pickering, chief executive of the 
LSB, said it is expected that while customers 

“When debts are passed to 
a third party for collection 

and there is an active 
repayment plan in place, 
we would not expect a 

further I&E statement to be 
completed until a review is 

due, or a payment has 
been missed”

Dave Pickering 
Chief executive

LENDING STANDARDS BOARD
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remain engaged with creditors they should 
not be subjected to unnecessary contact.  

However, he did say this does not preclude 
fi rms from conducting reviews of repayment 
plans with customers at defi ned points, for 
example, every six or 12 months. 

Pickering added: “In addition, when debts 
are passed to a third party for collection and 
there is an active repayment plan in place, 
we would not expect a further I&E statement 
to be completed until a review is due, or a 
payment has been missed.” 

Solutions and evolution
One element that will make at least a part of 
this overall process more consistent and 
coherent for customers, is the Standard 
Financial Statement (SFS) which will be 
implemented next month.

This single standard format will have a set 
of guidelines for gathering I&E and will be 

used by various creditors and debt advice 
providers. The Money Advice Service has 
collaborated with representatives from the 
debt advice and creditor sectors to agree on 
the best format for the SFS.

These organisations include Citizens 
Advice, Christians Against Poverty, the UK 
Cards Association, the Royal Bank of 
Scotland, as well as many more which 
helped to agree the principles, guidance 
and format.

It is intended to replace the many 
alternative fi nancial statements currently in 
use and create a more streamlined approach 
of sharing data between organisations.

The SFS will include a savings category to 
help people build fi nancial resilience while 
repaying their debts. 

Sheila Wheeler, director of UK debt 
advice at the Money Advice Service, said: 
“The launch of the SFS will be a major 
landmark in bringing consistency to the way 
organisations consider the budgets of 
over-indebted people.”

Shoosmiths believes the SFS will work 
particularly well if it is utilised by the court 
in their response packs and used to assess 
instalment judgments. 

Shoosmiths is also keen to see the SFS 
savings feature refl ected in how debt 
management companies calculate income 
and expenditure. It also hopes to see 
repayment plans based on an equitable 
distribution of the available disposable 
income against the outstanding balance of 
the debt, rather than any distribution based 
on original contractual payments.

Another proposed solution from a supplier 
is that fi rms collecting debt should be able to 
carry out a shorter I&E check if a creditor’s 
policy is to carry out frequent checks. 

But some believe the SFS solves only part 
of the problem.

Magnus Bray, business development vice 
president for online identity verifi cation 
service The ID Company, said: “Although 
the SFS arrives next year, it doesn’t address 
the cost and friction for consumers and 

businesses in getting data into the process. 
Getting accurate data, particularly for I&E, 
is still a key problem.

Sharing data could inevitably help 
improve the I&E process, and this may be 
facilitated by the Payment Services Directive 
II (PSD2). PSD2 is a piece of European 
payments-related legislation which set out 
initial requirements in January 2016. It will 
force payment service providers to make 
some changes to existing operations by 
January 2018.

Part of the new legislation will force banks 
to allow their customers to transfer digital 
bank statement data to third parties. 

Bray said the new regulations will make 
data access more open and bring big 
opportunities for collections professionals. 

“Online access to data will transform 
digital engagement by fi ltering through to 
collections to reduce I&E investigation calls 
dramatically,” he added.

As for creditors, Credit Strategy 
approached several major fi rms to establish 
if their policies for I&E checks, and their 
requirements for how DCAs should conduct 
them with customers, might evolve this year.

They all either declined or were unable to 
comment, but this was largely down to the 
appetite of their respective press offi ces to 
make public statements on internal policies.

However, recent history shows that major 
banks in particular have shown genuine 
willingness and effort to reach a consensus 
on I&E reviews, as well as other areas of 
conduct. A joint working party set up by 
Santander and Hoist Finance UK in 2015, 
which aimed to bring about a convergence 
in best practice for conduct standards, made 
strides in getting agreement from all the 
major high street lenders on more consistent 
approaches to practices, including I&E 
reviews. It’s yet to be confi rmed if and how 
the results of the working party’s output, 
might be drafted into the CSA’s code of 
practice. But if anything, the direction of 
travel by the collections industry, shows a 
willingness to reach consensus. CS

“The launch of the 
Standard Financial 
Statement will be a 
major landmark in 

bringing consistency to 
the way organisations 

consider the budgets of 
over-indebted people”

Sheila Wheeler 
Director of UK Debt Advice
MONEY ADVICE SERVICE
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future. CHRISTINE TONER finds few people with any answers
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As trite as it sounds, the debt 
management saga roles on. 
Two years since the deadline for 
applications for authorisation, 

there is still a large number of firms left in 
limbo. So far, still only four firms which 
provide debt management plans and handle 
client money have been authorised. There’s 
still no definitive end date in sight for 
stakeholders; no deadline by which there will 
be clarity over the new long-term size and 
shape of the authorised, fee-charging sector.

Those firms still awaiting a decision are 
struggling to carry on as normal, while under 
increased scrutiny, with their actions 
assessed by the regulator’s Credit 
Authorisation Division (CAD).

Suzanna Walker, compliance consultant 
and former director of trade body the Debt 
Resolution Forum, says there is an 
information blackout from the regulator.

“Most firms have had at least two and 
some have had four CAD case managers 
handle their applications: To date they have 
given no feedback on what they deem as bad 
practice apart from the PDHL fiasco,” she 
says. “Individual firms have no feedback, no 
positive or negative feedback, just blanket 
expressions over the phone mostly that they 
have further enquiries to make or we have 
issues with your advice but don’t say what 
issues. The more time that elapses the more 
people are being affected, as firms don’t 
know what to review or amend by the CAD 
team’s reluctance to engage them.”

Known unknowns
Another uncertainty remains around the 
numbers of orphaned debt management 
plans (DMPs), which no longer have an 
arranger because the firm has withdrawn or 
exited the market, that may or may not flood 
into the free advice sector.
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“Creditors, debt buyers 
and collection agents have 
been very vocal through 
their trade associations 

and directly that they do 
not want paying clients in 
a DMP to be returned to 

collections, if they  
haven’t completed an 

annual review”
Kevin Still  

Chief executive
DEMSA

Mike O’Connor, chief executive of 
StepChange Debt Charity, says in the 
second half of last year just under 6,000 
people affected by the closure of their 
debt management firm were referred to 
the charity.  

“After completing a debt advice session, 
we presented these consumers with 
information on all of the options available to 
them and made a recommendation to each 
based on their individual circumstances,” he 
says. “We recommended a variety of 
solutions: Around a third of people were 
recommended a DMP, around a quarter were 
advised that insolvency would be the best 
option and others were recommended a 
range of other options including full and 
final settlement, equity release and others.”

Yet while the fiasco continues and many 
commercial firms are left in limbo, the 
regulator is if anything tightening its grip. In 
a letter issued in December to chief 
executives of commercial debt management 
companies (CDMCs), the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA) expressed concern at the 
way firms are handling DMPs and, in 
particular, how they are conducting reviews 
of plans.

The letter, sent to all CDMCs including 
those mired in the application process for 
authorisation, stated: “Specifically, we have 
observed failures by debt management firms 
to: Review a DMP at least annually; 
maintain contact with customers; terminate 
their involvement in administering a DMP 
when it would be appropriate to do so; pay 
the customer as soon as possible any client 
money received after a DMP has ceased.” 

In the letter FCA chief executive Andrew 
Bailey added: “I am writing to all firms 
operating in this sector to highlight our 
concern at what we are finding and to remind 
them of the requirements that they must meet 
on an ongoing basis. We take the failure to 
comply with any of these requirements 
seriously and non-compliance will lead us to 
take appropriate action.”

The issues cited by the regulator were 

already talking points within the industry. 
Indeed, Kevin Still, chief executive of the 
Debt Managers Standards Association 
(DEMSA), the trade body for CDMCs, says 
both the commercial sector and free-to-
consumer firms have been seeking clarity, 
particularly on the matter of handling 
unresponsive customers for some time.

“Creditors, debt buyers and collection 
agents have been very vocal through their 
trade associations and directly that they do 
not want paying clients in a DMP to be 
returned to collections if they haven’t 
completed an annual review,” he explains. 

Still says all DEMSA members 
administering DMPs are “fully aware of their 
obligations to initiate reviews in accordance 
with CONC 8.8”. 

The thornier subject is when is it 
appropriate to terminate a plan when the 

client doesn’t respond and how is this done 
without increasing the risk of consumer 
detriment.

“At (a recent) DEMSA event the FCA 
reiterated the aspects of the FCA mission 
statement about dealing with vulnerable 
clients,” Still says. “They also set out their 
position around the risks associated with 
complex products, low income clients and 
low financial capability. Debt managers need 
to carefully assess the risk of terminating 
relationships with unresponsive clients that 
are flagged as vulnerable or particularly 
vulnerable. 

“It is probable that they need to do this on 
a case-by-case basis with the creditors 
involved in the DMP, to avoid any risk of 
detriment when the creditor is notified of the 
plan’s imminent termination.” 

Creditor support
Collaboration between creditors and other 
parties involved, says Still, is key to 
encouraging customers who have become 
unresponsive to make contact.

“Creditor support can re-stimulate client 
engagement in reviews,” says Still. 

One concern the regulator has is that firms 
are carrying out ‘desk-based’ assessments 
with little or no effort made to obtain new 
information on a client. 

Bailey’s letter states: “Your firm is not 
permitted to simply carry out a desk-based 
review involving no or only limited steps to 
refresh the information about the customer’s 
financial circumstances, and relying on old 
information that the firm ought to know is 
liable to have become inaccurate.”

Still argues that desk-based reviews have a 
role to play in assessing changes in 
circumstances and making judgement calls 
as to whether it is time to terminate a plan, 
notably plans that are regularly distributing 
money to creditors and where the creditors 
have accepted the payment arrangement 
within the last 12 months. 

“Desk-based reviews can also be useful in 
determining where a plan is no longer 
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eligible or suitable for a client,” he says. 
“Maintaining adequate records of these 
desk-based reviews is crucial under SYSC 9 
(record keeping).”

Still says that ultimately, the challenge is 
to engage a client in an advised review 
where the client can make an informed 
choice around the suitability of their plan 
and be fully aware of alternative options.

Unresponsive clients
StepChange has already taken action on 
unresponsive clients. O’Connor says the 
organisation undertook an exercise with a 
cohort of 9,000 DMP clients who had not 
responded to contacts from the charity for 
over three years. Around 80 percent of these 
clients have since re-engaged with the 
charity.  

“However, despite a robust contact 
strategy, we decided to close the plans of 
around 2,000 clients who failed to contact 

the charity by the end of the exercise,” he 
says. “We did so because we believe it is 
essential that we can continue to satisfy 
ourselves that a solution remains appropriate.  

“Individual circumstances can change and 
a different solution could become 
appropriate. The door will always remain 
open to these clients if they choose to seek 
our help in future and following the closures, 
more than one in 10 have already contacted 
the charity and completed a review.”

 There are concerns however that an ‘open 
door policy’ is not as inclusive as might be 
hoped. Indeed, the disconnect between the 
free advice and the commercial sector could 
have ramifications for consumers. 

“One of the underlying issues is that the 
free-to-consumer sector don’t want referrals 
from the commercial sector where the client 
behaviour results in compliance risks for the 
firm trying to ‘on-board’ them,” says Still. 

“Those with poor payment histories, poor 
engagement histories, high maintenance 
costs and/or generally low disposable income 
cases may face an uphill battle to find a new 
debt manager. How this segment of the debt 
advice user community is serviced going 
forward is open to debate.”

According to Walker, the FCA is playing a 
role in creating this gulf between the sectors.

“It is interesting to note the FCA does not 
have anyone within the CAD team that 
comes from a commercial fee-charging 
background,” she says.

The client’s view
The Money Advice Trust carried out a 
survey on the demographics of debt 
management customers and how they 
perceived the service given. It determined 
that fee chargers gave a more accessible 
service, offered bolted-on services such as 
bank accounts and that people in work aged 
26-65 preferred to pay for the service.

Walker claims that the CAD team want to 
“stifle customers’ ability to choose a third 
party and stop competition in debt advice or 
more importantly - debt management.” CS

“Most firms have had 
at least two and some 

have had four CAD case 
managers handle their 

applications: To date they 
have given no feedback 

on what they deem as bad 
practice apart from the 

PDHL fiasco”
Suzanna Walker

Compliance consultant

  A MATTER OF TIME
 
Colin Kinloch, debt advice manager, 
Money Advice Service
“For almost 18 months, the Money Advice 
Service has been helping people who find 
themselves without a debt management 
plan to regain control when the firm they 
were with leaves the market. We are 
doing this by providing a dedicated 
service which enables people to move 
smoothly over to the free advice sector, 
to be re-advised, and continue making 
repayments if that remains their best 
option. 

“We work with a range of partners 
including StepChange and Citizens 
Advice who help people look at all the 
options available and check that staying 
in a debt management plan is still the 
best solution. 

“They also help people decide what to 
do next and can arrange for a plan to be 
set up. To date around 12,000 people 
have used this service to receive new 
advice after their firm left the market.”

From Andrew Bailey’s Dear CEO letter to 
debt management firms: 
“For a number of customers, a firm may 
not be able to obtain up-to-date 
information from the customer to refresh 
its assessment, despite having taken all 
reasonable steps to do so. 
    “In these circumstances your firm 
should carefully consider the risk that the 
DMP may have become inappropriate to 
the customer’s financial circumstances, 
which may be the case even if the 
customer is managing to maintain DMP 
payments.  
    “If a customer continues to be 
unresponsive, there may come a point 
when your firm’s lack of confidence about 
the accuracy of the information it holds 
means it becomes sensible for it to 
consider bringing to an end its 
involvement in the DMP.

“Our rules do not set out a set time 
limit or prescribed circumstances 
following which it will be appropriate for 
a firm to terminate its involvement in 
administering a DMP: the timing and 
circumstances of when such action is 
appropriate will be fact-specific.”
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As part of Project Innovate,  
the Financial Conduct  
Authority (FCA) created the 
regulatory sandbox in 2015 to 

allow businesses to test innovative  
products, services and business models in  
a live environment.

Project Innovate was conceived to 
encourage regulated and non-regulated 
businesses to introduce new products into the 
market and the sandbox was created to help 
firms understand which products would and 
would not meet requirements.

The FCA said: “This helps new or 
non-regulated businesses understand more 
about our regulatory framework and what it 
means for them, as well as firms that are 
already regulated.”

It said it aims to add more flexibility to  
the regulatory framework as a result of  
the project.

The FCA described the sandbox as a safe 
space for firms to test new ideas without 
incurring all of the normal regulatory 
consequences. 

The first cohort of the sandbox closed to 
applicants in July last year. The FCA 
accepted 24 of 69 applications and the 
products involved covered a range of sectors 
including retail banking, insurance firms and 
blockchain firms. 

Companies accepted in the first round 
included Lloyds Banking Group, HSBC, 
Citizens Advice and Govcoin Limited – a 
company in partnership with the Department 
for Work and Pensions. 

During the British Banking Association’s 
Fintech banking conference in September 
2016, Christopher Woolard, the FCA’s 
executive director of strategy and 

monitor firms by having them report in to the 
FCA each week on agreed testing milestones, 
such as key findings and risk management 
during testing. If firms fail to do this, the 
FCA can end the test. 

After the test is completed, a firm will 
have four weeks to produce and submit a 
final report. The regulator will then give 
written feedback on the report but will not 
certify business models or sign off products 
or services; it will instead work with firms to 
determine the most appropriate next steps. 

For example, if a firm is issued the 
restricted authorisation tool for the test, this 
could include submitting an application to 
vary its permissions to remove any 
requirements/limitations.

If, during the process, a firm breaches  
one of the FCA rules the regulator will  
waive or modify that rule in keeping with  
the safe space that enables firms to test in  
the sandbox. 

The innovators
One of the firms that has been accepted is 
Oval Money, which will carry out tests in 
partnership with lender Oakam.

Oval Money provides a smartphone app 
that links with a user’s bank account and 
credit card.

It helps users build up savings by 
removing the spare change from an account 
at each transaction and puts it into an Oval 
savings account. These savings can then be 
used to pay off existing loans early.

A spokesperson for Oakam said it will be 
working with Oval to test the savings 
solution to repay outstanding loans faster. 

Oakam will provide a set of its customers 
with access to Oval’s micro-savings app 

competition, said: “Interest in the sandbox 
has been high and total applications have  
far exceeded our expectations.”

The FCA has set up a restricted 
authorisation process for the unauthorised 
firms involved to enable them to be within 
regulation when testing the new products. 

The sandbox is also relevant for authorised 
firms that are looking for clarity around 
applicable rules before testing an idea that 
does not easily fit into the existing  
regulatory framework.

When applying to the sandbox firms must 
show it is in scope of delivering innovation 
in the UK market, that the idea is a genuine 
innovation and there is a consumer benefit.

The FCA has worked with the firms 
involved to agree testing parameters and 
build in consumer safeguards. The tests  
will be conducted on a short-term and 
small-scale basis.

During the testing process, the FCA will 

A safe space for innovation
The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is eager to promote innovation 
and create flexibility within its guidelines. It has just closed applications 
to the second round of its regulatory sandbox. AMBER-AINSLEY 
PRITCHARD examines the firms included in the first round

“The first cohort of 
the sandbox closed 
to applicants in July 
last year. The FCA 
accepted 24 of 69 
applications”

Amber-Ainsley Pritchard 
Content writer, Credit Strategy
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charges 1.8 percent on all transactions  
plus 20 percent of any amount above its 
guarantee. If consumers want access to the 
money before the 90-day period expires, 
when the property hasn’t been sold, Nested 
can advance this for a fee of 1.5 percent. If 
the property is sold before the 90-day period 
expires, the user just pays the 1.8 percent.

The FCA is yet to announce the outcomes 
of the tests carried out during the first round 
of the regulatory sandbox, but has already 
stopped receiving applications for the  
second round. These outcomes may 
determine how successful it has been in 
cultivating innovation. CS

Nextday Property Limited, trading under  
the name Nested.

Nested aims to help consumers buy a 
property before they have sold their present 
one. The solution it will be testing is an 
interest-free loan for a guaranteed amount  
to customers if Nested is unable to sell their 
property within 90 days. 

Matt Robinson, co-founder and chief 
executive of Nested, said the loan will 
remain interest free after the 90-day period 
until the property sells. 

Nested enables consumers to value their 
property online and the company will return 
a guaranteed sale price within 24 hours. It 

during the testing period. 
It said: “We will help those customers 

build solid savings habits by encouraging  
use of the app and facilitating improved 
repayment behaviour or paying of their  
loans early.”

Oakam said the companies chose to go 
down the sandbox path because they are 
constantly looking to provide simple yet 
transformative solutions for its customers. 

It said: “This ‘safe space’ created by the 
FCA provides us with the confidence and 
ability to test in a live environment.”

Another firm that will participate in the 
first round is online property company 

For those looking in from the  
outside, the high cost short term 
credit (HCSTC) market is a  
smaller one today. 

We are told there are now about 144 
HCSTC firms, after the departure of 188 
companies during the authorisation process. 

That figure is soft. We know of many  
firms with HCSTC permissions that carry  
out little lending. 

This opens up the opportunity for further 
consolidation. Can the larger firms benefit 
from acquiring smaller competitors? Can 
smaller firms gather the capacity and 
capability to challenge? Rumours abound of 
possible deals, with no agreement as to how 
you price these businesses. 

There have already been shifts in market 
share, as some major players fall back and 
new firms enter the chase. There are also 
reports that annual lending volumes have 
dropped by somewhere between 33 percent 
and 50 percent from 2013 to 2015. 

A shrinking market then, but there is  
still need for short-term lending; there are 
millions of individuals described as 
sub-prime or near-prime borrowers.  

What is clear is that the 12-month FCA 
authorisation period, along with the 
preparation phase, paused development. 
Time and resources were prioritised to this 
critical task, and investment was delayed 
until the outcome became clearer. 

We are now into a new era. New 

Investors press pause on 
short-term lending 

Jason Wassell 
Chief executive, BCCA

management teams now run many of  
these firms. They have brought with them 
ideas about new products and customer 
innovation. These developments will  
require funding. 

Of course, there continues to be 
uncertainty. We are now in the midst of an 
FCA consultation on the HCSTC price cap, 
and a wider review of high-cost credit. 
Regulatory intervention, or the fear of  
further intervention, can freeze investment. 

This uncertainty makes investors’ 
decisions more complicated. 

For the investor that understands that we 
have drawn a line under the past, and can 
look below the surface, they will see the 
potential for a good investment. CS
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So who are the Credit 500?
It’s a natural question many will 

have asked once we first announced 
an expansion of last year’s inaugural 

Credit 100.
The people who will eventually make up 

the Credit 500 are those in roles influencing 
conduct across credit risk, collections and 
compliance. In short, it’s an index that 
recognises and champions those making a 
measureable difference in their field, under 
the umbrella of a credit-related function.

 The Credit 500 will reward individuals 
via a series of sub-categories, which relate to 
factors such as their job role and 
responsibilities, the sector they operate in, 
lobbying and industry representation and 
whether they work in a consumer or 
commercial credit role.

These sub categories have been created so 
that innovators and best practice leaders will 
be recognised among their peers, by being 
part of a smaller, select group.

Credit 500 members will also receive a 
host of benefits from Credit Strategy. One of 
the most notable will be free attendance to a 
number of our conferences, awards and 
dinners throughout the year. As well as 
rewarding those who have made the index, 
this will ensure our events host the most 
senior and influential members of their 
respective sectors, meaning our events 
remain the place where discussions are 
shaped, deals brokered and decisions made.

The benefits
The list will be updated annually to ensure 
the Credit 500 index remains a current and 
accurate reflection of the most notable 
personalities. Those who are entered into the 

the views of the industry decision makers 
and ensuring that participants remain at the 
heart of the industry debates.

Unveiling the Credit 500
Those who have made 2017’s Credit 500 
will be unveiled just after the Credit Summit, 
at the Credit 500 Gala Dinner. Forming one 
of the central parts of Credit Week, this gala 
dinner, for which loan lead provider T.UK is 
sponsoring a champagne reception, will be a 
black tie ceremony to induct 2017’s Credit 
500 and to celebrate the end of the cycle for 
the 2016 Credit 100.

Encompassing the Credit Summit – the 
UK’s biggest credit conference and 
exhibition – Credit Week is being held at the 
end of March and will see the European 
credit industry descend on London for a 
week of conferences, networking events, 
meetings and parties. 

Held within Westminster, we will be 
holding the biggest gathering of credit 
professionals across Europe this year.

Those within the current Credit 100 will 
be hosted at the Credit 500 Gala Dinner and 
can expect to receive their invitations to the 
ceremony shortly. 

Credit 500 will also be recognised in a Hall 
of Fame, preserving their achievements.

As well as hosting a number of the Credit 
500 at our industry events, we will be 
running a number of invite-only Credit 500 
breakfast briefings, networking events and 
roundtables, allowing members to expand 
their personal network among the industry’s 
elite.

Those in the index will receive access to 
the Credit 500 digital community – ensuring 
a constant method of contact with fellow 
inductees – and exclusive content within 
private areas of the Credit Strategy website.

Finally, we will be canvassing the Credit 
500 on their views on a number of subjects 
throughout the year, allowing us to capture 

The Credit 500: An index of influence
In 2017, Credit Strategy will be expanding the Credit 100 – the index 
of the most influential individuals in credit risk and collections – to the 
Credit 500. MIKE JEAPES explains its constituents 

Mike Jeapes 
Head of conference production, Credit Strategy

Tue Mar 28 Parliamentary   

  Reception

Tue Mar 28 The DBC for   

                 Collections Live Debate

Wed Mar 29 CDSP: European NPL

Wed Mar 29 C-Suite Dinners:

  European Credit &   

  Risk

Thu Mar 30 Credit Summit

Thu Mar 30 Credit 500 Gala   

  Dinner

How do I get involved? 

Visit creditweek.co.uk for more details, or 

call us on 020 7940 4835, follow Twitter 

updates on #creditweek. For sponsorship 

enquiries call Mike on 020 7940 4812.

Supported by

CREDIT 500: THE COMPONENTS

Consumer Credit 100
Utilities & Telecoms 75
European NPL 75
Influencers 50
Car Finance 50
Trade Credit 50
Commercial Finance 50
Knowledge & professional services 50
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Streams: Credit Summit

Where risk appetite may 
land in post-Brexit Britain 
What does Brexit mean for retail banking? MARCEL LE GOUAIS explains 
why a CRO panel at the Credit Summit will provide answers

With consumer credit growing 
faster than at any time since 
2006, and economic growth 
surpassing forecasts for the 

last quarter of 2016, a short-term risk 
outlook for some retail banks might actually 
be more benign than Brexit mania suggests. 

As is their wont, the red and blue-top 
national press went to town on the extremes 
they could muster from the Prime Minister’s 
EU speech last month – in which the 
announcement on exiting the single market 
caused most consternation. 

So while the short-term macro elements 
suggest demand to borrow is demonstrably 
clear, longer-term prospects remain clouded.

There’s no doubt about the ramifi cations 
of a single market exit for fi nancial services 
in this country, but plenty of it around the 
extent to which swathes of staff and 
operations will move across the English 
Channel.

So far, HSBC’s chief executive Stuart 
Gulliver has gone on record to say the bank 
will relocate staff responsible for generating 
around a fi fth of its UK-based trading 
revenue to Paris. He told delegates at the 
annual meeting of the World Economic 
Forum that “we will move in about two years 
when Brexit becomes effective.”

This has prompted various questions on 
the level of risk HSBC perceives for the 
impact on its UK retail banking services, and 
where its risk appetite might settle leading 
up to Britain’s actual divorce. 

Some of these questions will be answered 
at our own Credit Summit, at which HSBC’s 
chief risk offi cer (CRO) for retail banking 
and wealth – Cyrille Salle de Chou – will 
appear as part of a keynote panel. 

Marcel Le Gouais
Editor, Credit Strategy

He will be joined by Mark Thundercliffe, 
chief risk offi cer at Clydesdale and Yorkshire 
Banking Group (CYBG). 

They will appear alongside Rahul 
Pakrashi, CRO at Funding Circle and 
Stewart Livingston, chief credit offi cer at 
Santander. They will all be revealing the 
impact of Brexit on their respective 
organisations’ risk appetites.

So far, CROs have told Credit Strategy 
privately that one of many Brexit concerns 
will be determined by the impact on property 
prices. One aspect of this is whether rich 
foreign owners of UK property begin to up 
sticks and sell up in droves. Delegates at the 
Credit Summit will be able to probe the 
panellists’ outlook for consumer and 
corporate lending over the next 12 months 
and how they’re tackling current challenges.

  
Branching out
Breaking from the Brexit agenda, inevitably 
the CRO panel will tackle the implications of 

a consumer-driven digital revolution in 
banking, and widespread closure of 
branches. Yorkshire Building Society (YBS) 
will this year axe its Norwich & 
Peterborough (N&P) brand and shut nearly 
50 regional branches. It will close 20 
Yorkshire Building Society branches in May 
and 28 N&P branches from September. YBS 
attributed the move to “an increasing desire 
among customers to transact digitally rather 
than on the high street”.

We can expect more of these 
announcements this year, but in the 
meantime we can expect some substance on 
what Brexit means for risk in retail banking 
at the Credit Summit. CS

CREDIT SUMMIT 
 

March 30, QEII Centre, London 
(part of Credit Week)
creditsummit.co.uk
#creditsummit
Call Michael Stanton for sponsorship 
queries on 020 7940 4812. 
For bookings call Kirta on 020 7940 4848.
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Silver sponsor:

Bronze sponsors:
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Event sponsors:
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BBVA, Spain’s second largest bank, 
produced a document on January 
27 with little fanfare that revealed 
some startling figures on non-

performing loans (NPLs) held by the 
country’s banks. 

The document, Principal monitoring 
indicators for the Spanish banking system, 
provides figures for the banks’ total assets, 
liabilities, NPLs and NPL ratios, as well as 
the extent to which all of these have 
increased since the year 2000.

As an example, it shows that the Spanish 
retail banks were holding a combined 
€34.7bn of NPLs to households, towards  
the end of last year.

During the same period, their balance 
sheets also housed €81.7bn of NPLs to 
SMEs and corporates, of which lending to 
real estate was €43.5bn. 

One statistic overshadows them all. It 
gives an idea of the extent of Spanish NPLs 
that, maybe, are yet to work their way 
through the pipeline. Between 2000 and 
2008, the value of what BBVA described as 
housing loans surged by 1,878 percent (that’s 
not a typo).

It is these figures, and the Spanish NPL 
market generally, that forms one of several 
points of focus for Credit Strategy’s first 
CDSP European NPL Conference in  
March 2017. 

One of several networking events within 
Credit Week, this conference will bring 
together elite professionals operating in 
major European NPL transactions. 

As these deals continue to boom, Credit 
Strategy will seek to understand where 
opportunities lie in Spain and across the 
continent, as well as the regulatory 
requirements and cultural differences in 

Is Spain poised for a deluge of 
debt sales, or more of the same?
As the level of non-performing loans to households hits €34.7bn in Spain, 
MARCEL LE GOUAIS reports on the people who will determine debt  
sale activity in the country this year 

servicing the portfolios. At the CDSP 
European NPL Conference Iñigo Velázquez, 
managing director - banking and portfolios 
for Spanish bank Bankia, will shed some 
light on the outlook for NPL activity in Spain 
throughout 2017. 

Velázquez told Credit Strategy that the 
determining factors in Spanish NPL sales 
this year will be appetite among investors, 
“real competence from other European 
countries”, and secondary transactions. He 
said the banks are still determining their 
strategy on non-performing assets.

In his session at CDSP, Velázquez will 
speak alongside panellists Jan Gross, 
managing director of HSH Nordbank; 
Stephen Bint, head of collections, recoveries 
and account management strategy at 
Permanent TSB Ireland; and Casper 
Sonnega, head of collections for Santander in 
the Netherlands.

All will divulge their knowledge and 
experience on deleveraging NPLs, as well as 
best practice examples of adding value to 

portfolio management, how they vet 
reputable buyers and selling to funds from 
different jurisdictions.

Portfolios in southern Europe continue to 
comprise a mix of unsecured consumer and 
SME debt, so in that context, this same panel 
will explore how decisions are made around 
the sale of SME debt.

One of the more active buyers in Spain has 
been European credit management firm 
Axactor, which in recent months acquired 
another unsecured NPL portfolio originally 
generated by Unicaja Banco and España 
Duero — two large Spanish banks. The 
portfolio included unsecured loans with a 
total outstanding balance of around €450m, 
with close to 100,000 open accounts of 
individuals and SMEs.

Speakers at CDSP European NPL (see 
below) will reveal their forecasts for  
further debt sales at the conference. CS

CDSP EUROPEAN NPL
 

March 29, London, (part of Credit Week)
cdspeuropeannpl.co.uk 
#cdspnpl
Call Michael Stanton for sponsorship 
queries on 020 7940 4812. 
For bookings call Kirta on 
020 7940 4848.
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• CFO, ICCREA BANCA
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GREECE
•  Head of NPL-doubtful debt loans, BNP 

PARIBAS
• Partner, APOLLO
• MD - banking and portfolios, BANKIA
• Partner, ASPEN CAPITAL SOLUTIONS
• CEE credit risk, UNICREDIT
•  Executive director, retail risk, 

RAIFFEISEN BANK
• Executive director, DUTB 
• Vice president, FENCA
• Head of collections, PERMANENT TSB
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Streams: Public sector 

At Hammersmith & Fulham 
council our ambition is simple: 
To be the best council in the  
UK, bar none. 

Our services are well renowned; for 
example our children’s services are in the  
top three nationally, and our financial 
management is strong – we have around 
£250m in useable reserves. 

This year we are the first local authority  
to announce a freeze in council tax for 
2017/2018, following a cut and similar 
freeze for each of the last two years. H&F 
residents will pay less tax in real terms this 
year than they did way back in 1996. 

Despite these clear achievements, we  
are always looking for improvements. One  
such area is in debt management. 

Debt management is largely left to 
individual service areas to manage. In  
what is a highly diverse business, debt 
management performance across the  
council is mixed. 

The best services use predictive analytics 
to target those at risk of entering debt before 
it happens. In our housing department we 
have reduced new rent arrears by more than 
£500,000 in 12 months by adopting a 
nudge-based, targeted approach.  

The less sophisticated departments tend to 
rely on the use of enforcement agents as the 
default after internal collections measures – 
often fairly basic – have failed. 

There is plenty of scope for more 
sophisticated approaches, for proper 
segmentation or commercial options such as 
debt sale or right to collect agreements, 
utilising third parties. 

After considering a range of options we 
decided to explore the private sector debt 

A joint venture to transform 
public sector collections  
Hammersmith & Fulham council is setting up a pioneering joint venture with 
the private sector that will act as a master servicer for debt management. It’s a 
model that can be rolled out to all local authorities, explains MICHAEL HAINGE

management industry and were pleasantly 
surprised at what we found.

It was clear that the debt management 
industry in the private, regulated market has 
moved on considerably in recent years. We 
found extensive use of data and highly 
ethical, customer-focussed service, was 
deployed in the best firms. 

It also showed us that our own debt 
management activities (in an unregulated 
market) are not at all at the cutting edge of 
best practice. This is true for the majority  
of local government.

Consequently, we are procuring a private 
sector partner to work with us to not only 
improve H&F’s debt management but also  
to commercialise this for the wider public 
sector. We will do this by creating a joint 
venture: Combining our deep industry 
knowledge with private sector expertise to 
exploit a market ready for a new approach.

In particular, a strongly ethical approach  
is highly attractive. By bringing together 
ethical debt management processes and 
expert use of data, with the financial 
requirements and social purpose of the 

council, there is a genuine benefit to all 
parties, including to those in debt.

The joint venture will act as a master 
servicer for all debt-related issues and 
opportunities across H&F and other public 
sector clients. 

We will apply the same FCA standards as  
a minimum in all areas of work, even where 
they are currently unregulated. The activities 
will range from simply providing support to 
the council, to more specific services such as 
training and development, consultancy, 
management, and collection of debts. 

This will include deployment of our 
predictive analytics, further commissioning 
of sub-contractors for related work as well  
as arranging debt sale/purchase options 
where appropriate. 

Interest from colleagues across the  
sector is considerable, as we would expect. 

The H&F brand is strong and a new 
opportunity to engage with another council, 
in a joint venture with expert, ethical debt 
management processes operating at higher 
than required regulatory standards, is a  
great proposition. CS

Michael Hainge 
Commercial director, Hammersmith & Fulham

“The joint venture will act as a master servicer 
for all debt-related issues and opportunities 
across H&F and other public sector clients. 
We will apply the same FCA standards as a 
minimum in all areas of work”
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Dates for 
your diary

THE CREDIT STRATEGY 
DIRECTORY
Maximise your ROI by taking a listing  
in our directory. 
Contact our directory sales team on  
020 7940 4835 for more details and  
to discuss available options, or  
email sales@creditstrategy.co.uk

CREDIT AWARDS 2017

 
11 May 2017
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London 
creditawards.co.uk

Marston Holdings (Marston) is the UK’s largest 
judicial services Group. We work on behalf 
of the government, courts and companies 
and individuals, to provide the fastest and 
most effective form of enforcement in the 
UK. Our strong overarching ethical framework 
brings consistency in terms of our five core 
values – respect, transparency, accountability, 
professionalism and innovation; values that  
are at the forefront of our business.

marston holdings
Tel: 0845 076 6263
Email: sales@marstongroup.co.uk
Website: marstonholdings.co.uk  

Enforcement

Legal

Lovetts people are “professional, competent, 
dedicated and client-focused” says Lovetts’ 
latest Quality accreditation report (Lexcel). 
Clients praise the transparency offered by 
‘CaseManager’, Lovetts’ simple easy to use 
online tool which enables them to instruct, 
view and monitor cases, documents, costs  
and reports 24/7. Expert, specialist, and 
successful, Lovetts is a niche debt recovery 
law firm, with a 30 year pedigree, focused 
exclusively on the recovery of business  
debt, commercial litigation, dispute  
resolution and overseas prelegal.
  
Visit lovetts.co.uk to find out more.

Lovetts Solicitors
Lovetts, Bramley House, 
The Guildway, Old Portsmouth Road, 
Guildford, Surrey, GU3 1LRH
Tel: 01483 457500
Email: info@lovetts.co.uk
Website: lovetts.co.uk

 CREDIT WEEK
 
March 27-31 2017
London
creditweek.co.uk

Put these critical 
industry events, 
organised by  
Credit Strategy,  
in your outlook 
calendar.

CAR FINANCE AWARDS 2017

 
8 June 2017
Nottingham Belfry, Nottingham
carfinanceawards.co.uk

CAR FINANCE CONFERENCE 2017

 
8 June 2017
Nottingham Belfry, Nottingham
carfinanceconference.co.uk

CAR FINANCE
CONFERENCE

28.3.17
28.3.17 29.3.17

29.3.17
30.3.17

30.3.17

F5 CONFERENCE 2017

1 Nov 2017
Hilton London Bankside, London 
f5conference.co.uk

F5 AWARDS 2017

 
1 Nov 2017
Hilton London Bankside, London 
f5awards.co.uk

CONFERENCE

AWARDS
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New chairman for 
Insolvency Service

Nick Isaacs
Elevate Credit International
Nick Isaacs, the former head of credit 
risk at specialist lender Premium Credit, 
has joined Elevate Credit International. 
Isaacs has taken on the role of senior 
risk director at the lender where he will 
lead the UK risk team. Based in the  
UK office, he will report into both the 
UK managing director, Scott Greever, 
and an undisclosed risk vice principal  
in the US.

 Isaacs’s remit spans underwriting, 
customer management, collections and 
fraud as well as ensuring the company 
lends to the “right” people. His previous 
role was with Premium Credit which 
lends to consumers and businesses to 
help them pay their insurance premiums 
and pay for school fees. Elevate, 
headquartered in Texas, offers one  
UK product – a short-term loan  
branded as Sunny.

Chris Badger
Burlington Group
London-based enforcement firm 
Burlington Group has appointed Chris 
Badger as a director of high court 
services. Badger was appointed as an 
authorised high court enforcement 
officer in 2007 and in 2013 joined the 
board of the High Court Enforcement 
Officers’ Association, where he took on 
the role of complaints officer. He has 
technical experience in dealing with 
enforcement related applications to both 
the Queen’s Bench and Chancery 
Divisions, as well as applications that 
involve third party claims to goods and 
private treaty applications.

Jamie Waller
Hito
Jamie Waller has left his role as chief 
executive of collections technology firm 
Hito, after the company was fully 
bought out by Outsourcing Inc.

The outsourcing group already had 
shares in Hito but took full ownership of 
the company on January 31. It acquired 
the remaining shares from Waller, the 
founder and now former chief 
executive. Waller told Credit Strategy 
he will move “onto the next thing” 
following successfully launching the 
business and securing a customer 
pipeline. A new chief executive is yet to 
be announced. Hito was founded in 
2016 and officially launched last 
October. It is now valued at £9m.

The Money Advice Trust has appointed 
Adrian Keasey and Anna Bennett to its board 
of trustees.

With more than 25 years’ experience  
in ICT, Keasey currently focusses on the 
transformation of global business models at 
Fujitsu. He previously worked for Microsoft, 
Accenture, Dell and is a volunteer at mental 
health charity Mind. Bennett, a charity 
specialist and audit partner at accountancy 
firm Haysmacintyre, has also joined the 
board and its audit and risk committee. She 
has worked at charities including Hospice 
UK and BBC Children in Need. 

Money Advice Trust chair Adam Sharples 
said: “Their expertise will be a real asset,  
at a time when helping people manage 
money with confidence has never been  
more important.”

Nationwide Building Society has  
appointed Baroness Usha Prashar as a 
non-executive director of its board and 
remuneration committee.

Prashar is a member of the European 
Union Select Committee and chairman of  
the House of Lords European Union Home 
Affairs Sub-Committee.

She has previously held a range of 
non-executive director positions in the  
public and private sectors, including ITV,  
the Cabinet Office, Channel 4, Unite PLC, 
Hammersmith Health Authority and the 
Energy Saving Trust.

David Roberts, chairman of Nationwide 
Building Society, said: “Usha is an 
enormously experienced policy advisor, with 
a 45-year career spanning the not-for-profit 
and public sectors.” 

Roberts added: “Her work within the 
government, the Parole Board, and with the 
Judicial Appointments Commission has been 
at the heart of community and society.

This expertise, understanding and talent 
will be a tremendous addition to 
Nationwide’s board.”

Frank Millerick, Daren Simcox 
Founders 
Court Enforcement Services

Stephen Allinson 
Chairman 
Insolvency Service Board

Adrian Keasey, Anna Bennett 
Board of trustees
Money Advice Trust

Baroness Usha Prashar  
Non-executive director
Nationwide Building Society

Credit, debt and insolvency specialist 
Stephen Allinson has been appointed 
chairman of the Insolvency Service Board.

A solicitor, licensed insolvency 
practitioner and a consultant with law firm 
Shoosmiths, Allinson first joined the 
Insolvency Service Board as a non-executive 
director in 2015. 

 He said: “I’m very much looking forward 
to working with the Insolvency Service to 
ensure that it continues to effectively oversee 
the UK’s internationally-recognised 
insolvency regime.”

Outgoing chair David Ereira said: “I wish 
Stephen well as the agency continues to 
improve important services for creditors.”

Enforcement firm 
reshapes leadership

Advice charity 
adds trustees

Baroness joins 
Nationwide board

Court Enforcement Services has rearranged 
its senior staff as part of a reshaping of its 
leadership team.

Daren Simcox and Frank Millerick, 
founders of the company, had been acting  
as joint managing directors until this year.

Simcox is now sole managing director, 
focussing on company operations and 
commercial direction, and Millerick is now 
group chairman working on compliance and 
business strategy.

Simcox said the company is reshaping  
its organisational and management structure 
which will “safeguard” its core services  
such as individual client attention and 
collection performance. 
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The Fifth Estate

Consumer responsibility is a  
funny thing.
It’s extraordinarily common, when 
discussing regulation, to hear the 

grumble that while creditors are forced to 
bend over backwards to demonstrate they are 
lending responsibly, consumers face no such 
pressure to show responsibility in borrowing. 

Credit, by its etymology, is a concept 
rooted in trust – it is a contract in which each 
side must trust the other to uphold certain 
standards if it is to work.

Lenders may, by and large, say they have 
done everything required to show they are 
upholding their side of the deal. But what 
about consumers? Is the education that tells 
them how to use credit responsibly working? 
Where is their social impetus to behave in a 
sober way with money?

Many would argue that the system will not 
be fair until the masses are held to account as 
strictly as their banks are. And this is not a 
view held only within financial services. 

Enemies of the people
A huge swathe of the press encourages us to 
scoff at people who use any proportion of 
their limited funds to taste luxury. 

Massive flatscreen TVs have become 
emblematic of the feckless poor, and those 
who spend benefits money on cheap fizzy 
wine at Christmas are ridiculed. There are 
calls, made largely by those in well-paid 
positions of financial security, that these 
people should buckle down and live within 
their means.  

But at the same time, these people are 
being told at deafening volume by the world 
around them that happiness will come only 

“We need consumers to always 
want to consume more”

Our secret columnist explores consumer responsibility, and 
a financial system that encourages aspirational borrowing, 

rather than prudence 

with more spending. Often, marketing 
campaigns offer them a tantalising glimpse 
of the contentment they could know if  
they could just acquire more stuff. And  
just as universal as the call for greater 
consumer responsibility, is the consensus 
that access to credit is absolutely vital for  
all human beings. 

In other words, we need consumers to 
always want to consume more, but to 
constrain their appetite only to what their 
social status denotes they deserve. 

And so we come with a leftfield turn to 
Luke Brett Moore, the young Australian who 
was accidentally given unlimited credit by 
his bank in 2010, and subsequently spent 
$2m of the bank’s money on strippers, fast 
cars and celebrity memorabilia. 

Now, there’s no two ways of looking at it 
– Luke was not a bright guy. And he 

“Just as universal 
as the call for greater 
consumer responsibility, 
is the consensus that 
access to credit is 
absolutely vital for  
all human beings”

certainly didn’t show a lot of imagination or 
foresight when he set out on his masterplan 
(although he managed two and a half years 
of reckless luxury before he was found out, 
so he must have been doing something 
right). I don’t think anyone could argue that 
what he did was a good idea, or that it should 
not have had consequences.

But while few of us might have done the 
same as Luke, is it impossible to empathise 
with him? He was a bloke with next to 
nothing, who suddenly realised he could 
have everything, and he rinsed it for all it 
was worth. Plenty of us have daydreamed 
about similar things, even if we would  
never do them. 

If there’s anything that the last few years 
of change in collections has shown, is that 
genuine empathy does exist in financial 
services. Behind all the fine words about 
customer centricity, often written to please 
regulators, there is real spirit – thousands  
of people genuinely committed to 
understanding and aiding those who get into 
trouble with money. 

I have met incredible people in collections, 
who look at every customer interaction with 
the mind-set of “how would I want this 
person to be treated if they were my mother”. 
It’s that sort of empathy, more than any 
regulation, which will see a fairer banking 
system evolve in this country. 

And while it may be maddening to see 
what people like Luke Brett Moore do given 
half the chance, understanding the sort  
of pressures that they face, and the ways  
they are conditioned to think about money, 
might make the pill of regulation a little 
easier to swallow. CS
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You matter 
to us
We are proud to be the largest High Court  
Enforcement company in the UK, and even  
prouder of our relationships with our clients.

www.marstonhighcourt .com

We are an ethically led 
business, meeting the 
highest standards in 

audit, compliance and 
governance. We have one 

of the industry’s lowest 
complaint levels of 0.2%.

We offer a streamlined
process in collections,
field and enforcement.
Our web portal allows 
clients to access live 

progress of their case,  
24 hours a day.

We collect one third of
writs in the country and 
45% of all payments in  
the market. By using 

our services, our clients 
receive more of their 
money on collection.

45%24/70.2%

LOW RISK EASE OF USE HIGH COLLECTIONS

For more information, contact: 
David Lynch, Business Development Director

07809 086 908
Email :  david. lynch@marstonholdings.co.uk


